


Design by M.Marquart

For testing apower supply, a
fairly large resistive load,

preferably variable, is needed.
Moreover, testing of the

dynamic performance of the
supply makes it essential that
this load can be switched on
and off rapidly. The load

described in this article has
been kept relatively simple,
yet it can dissipate 130 W for
brief periods and may be
switched on and off at a

repetition rate that can be set
between 10Hz and 100 kHz.

.-

ELECTRONIC LOAD
FOR TESTING POWER SUPPLIES

I\. load for testing apower supply must
.r-1..draw a steady current , that ts. be-
have as a pure reststor, and enable the
user to check the perfonnance ofthe supply
in rapidly changing circumstances. This
last requtrement means that a circuit is
needed to switch the load on and off a
number of Limes per second. How many
ttmes depends on the type of test: a few
ttmes per second shows the performance
ofthe buffer capacitors. but tt is also im-
portant lo know how the supply behaves
at an on-off rate of a few thousand times
per second. An ideal power supply pro-
vides a constant voltage across any load
(however variable). which shows up as a
smooth trace on an oscilloscope. Since
such uruts da not exist. the aim of the de-
stgner is to keep the output voltage as
smooth as possible in widely varytng cir-
curnstances. This means that the ripple
on the outputvoltageofthepowersupply
must be rrururruzed. This may be tested
by switching the load on and off rapidly.

Circuit description
These requirements can be met by apower
transistor or FET.which functions as a
variable load, and a rectangular-wave
generatot. which switches ihe transistor
on and off at a variable rate. In the pre-
sent clrcuit (Fig. 1), a PETTYPEBUZ384
(TJl and a Type 555 ttmcr (leJl are used.
The 12 V supply voltage ts obtatned from
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a mains adaptor. Diode 01 is the 'supply
on indicator. The current through this
LED is determined by RI. Capaeiter CI
provides smoothing and buffertng of the
supply Une.
Ttrner ICI functionsasan astablemul-

tivibrator because of the feedback be-
tween its pins 2 and 6. Pin 7 is linked in-
ternally to the collector of a switching
transistor. Pin 6 ts connected internally
to a comparator that reacts to voltages of
113and '13 the level ofthe supply voltage,

Uss·One of capacttors C2-C6 (depending
on the position of swttch 52) is charged
via R3and D3.When the potential on the
capacitor has reached a value of 2/3Uss,
the comparatordrives the switching tran-
sistor connected to pin 7 tnto conduction.
Thts results in the discharging ofthe rel-
evant capacttor via R2and D2.When the
voltage across the capacitor has dropped
to Its USS' the comparator switches offthe
trans tor linked to pin 7 and the capaci-
tor is charged anew. Diodes D2 and D3
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Fig. 1, Circuit diagram of the electronic load.



POWER SUPPLIES AND ßATTERY CHARGERS

PARTS LIST
Resfstors:
R,=470n
R" R3 = 820 Q
~=39n
%= I kQ
R;;=O.lQ,lOW
R, = JOO kQ
Ra= J L3l;cQ. 1%
Pj .:::10 kQ potenttometer, linear
P2 = 4.7 kQ potentiometer, Itnear

Capacitors:
Cl, C, = 100 ,lI". 25 V, radial
C3= 10 ~F, 25 V, radial
C, = 1 ~F. 25 V, radial
Cs, C, = 100 nF
C6= lOnF

Semiconductors:
Dl=LED,3mm
D,-D4 = IN4148
Ds.::: see text
Tl = BUZ384

Integrated circuits:
ICT = 555

Miscellaneous:
51 = single-pole on-off swttch
52 .:::z-pole. 6-position rotary swttch
K}-R3 = BNC socket Ior PCBmounttng
2 off spade terminal (male and

female) for Pell rucuntlng
Heat stnk for Tj (SK:85*.75mm high)
Enelosure 80x200x132 mm (HxWxDl

'"Dau (UR) Ud. 7075 Barnham Road,
Barnham, '\fest Sussex PQ22 DES
Telephone (0243)553031

ensure that the duty factor ofthe charg-
tng/ discharging process ts I: 1. Ftve dif-
ferent capacttors. and thus five different
frequencies {IO Hz, 100 Hz, I kHz, 10 kHz,
and 100 kHzl, may be selected with 52,
The square-wave output srgnal OfIel,

avatlable at ptn 3. is applied via 04 and
52b to potentiometers Pj and P2, which
set the gate voltage for Tj (coarse and fine
respectively). The magnitude ofthe gate
voltage determines how hard the tran-
sistor eonducts and thus the value ofthe
resistive load that the FETpresents to the
power supply on test. The higher the dratn
voltage, the lower the drain-souree trans
fer resistance of the FETand the harder
the transistor eonducts.
The drain and source of Tl are con-

neeted to the power supply on test via
spade terminals Ixin and GND.
The BUZ384 is a so-called PREDFET,

which Is typifted by a very fast integrated
inverse diode that prevents the device
betng damaged by negative voltages across
the drain-source junction. It can handle
currents ofup Lo 10.5 A and has a mtn-
imum drain-source transfer resistance.
RDS(onl' ofO,6 Q, Diode Dsneeds to be used
only tf a FETwtthou t an integrated pro-

o

Fig. 2, Prinled-circuil board tor Ihe eleclronic load (nol available ready made).

teenon diode is used.
The source of Tl ts linked to the GND

terminal via a 0.1 Q, 10 W reststör. Ra.
The potential drop acros this reststor is
a measure of the current through the FET
(100 mVkl): ilmay be measured at K3'
The output voltage of the power supply

on test is measured with the aid of po-
tential divider R7-Raat K2 (J00 mVV-I),
The pulses applied to the FET are also

available at K, via Rs and may be used to
drive the tngger input of an oscilloscope.
Switch 82 is shown in the calibration

positton in wluch Tl is on continuously
because P, ts ltnked directly (via 52b) to
the positive supply ljne. In this position,
the current the load draws from the power
supply on test is measured at K3 and set
to the wanted value with P, and P2' After
this has been done,the dynamte perfor-
mance ofthe supply on test may be checked
by setting 52 to the other postüons.

Construction
Although a ready-made PCS Is not avail-

able, tt is reeommended to build the elec-
tronie load on a board made accordmg to
Fig. 2. The destgn ofthe board allows the
potentiometers and the rotary switch to
be mounted on it. It Is best to start with
fitting the smaller components, followed
by the solder ptns. the spade termtnals,
the potentiometers and the rotary swttch.
Mount the FETon a heat sink, whieh

must be fitted at the back of the board.
The position must be such that the bent-
forward termtnals of the FET protrude
through the relevant holes on the board.
Fit the pes to the heat sink on short

spacers that leave enough space between
the board and the heat stnk for access to
the transistor termtnals for soldertng them
to the board.
Fit the resulting assembly in an en-

closure as specifled in the parts list in
such a way that the spindIes of the po-
tenttornetcrs and the rotary switch pro-
trude through the front panel rar enough
to enable knobs to be fitted to them. Note
that the heat sink must be insulated frorn
the enclosure stnce the drain of the FIT
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is connected internally to the houstng.
Ftnally. wire up the controls and sock-

ets: the supply on-offswitch, the LED,two
(car-type) spade terminals for connect-
ing Ihe power supply on test (use heavy-
duty wire) , and the three coaxial sockets
forthe measurementoutputs (Kj-!\:J). The
coaxial sockets are best wired with screened
cable since fairly high frequencies may
OCCUT.

Fit a suitable socket at the rear of the
enclosure for the mains adaptor plug. The
adaptor need not be able to provtde high
currents: 50 mA is sufficient. 00 NOTTAKE
THESUPPLYVOLTAGEFROMTHEFOWERSUPPLY
ONTESTl

Using the electronic load
An oscilloscope is indispensable for vtew-
tng the waveforms. The stmplest test is
inspecting the waveform of the output
voltage when the load Is betng swilched
on and off. To do thts. connect the signal
at K3to Channel 1 of the oscilloscope, so
that the scope is trtggered by the square-
wave switching stgnal [it ts also possible
to trtggcr thc scope by the signal al KIl.
Connect Channel 2 to K2 or to the ou t-
puts ofthe power supply on test. Connect
a multtmeter. set to 2 V d.c., to K3. Set PI
to zero before switching on the power
supply on lest. Then swttch on the supply
to the load and the power unit on test.
Adjust the output of the power unit to,
say, halfthe maximum pernussible value,
set the frequency switch on the load to
the caltbration positton and adjust PI and
P2 so that a current flows which the unit
on test can provide cornfortably, say, IA
or 5 A Do not leave the load in the cali-
bration posttton for tao long to avoid the
PETgetting 100 hot. Then, switch 10 the

Fig, 3, The prototype 01the electronic load with the cover removed.

various frequencies in turn and observe
at each of thern how the output voltage
voltage and current behave. Depending
on the output impedance of the power
unit, the output voltage will drop slightly
when the load 1Sconnected. Ir there are
irregularities in the output voltage and
current around the switching points. this
points to the fact that the power unit ts
not able to cope satisfactortly with changes
in the load. This may become particularly
pronounced at high frequenctes. because
the control electronics then cannot f01-
low the switching rate.

lt ts also posstbe to use the x-y setting
ofthe oscilloscope (K2 signal dnves y and
K3Signal drives xl. The oscilloscope trace
will look like an hysteresis CUIVe:the closer
it is to a straight line (ideal case) lhe bet-
ter the power unjt ts.
The maximurn current that the rtcr can

handle continuously is 10 A. Moreover,
the rating of 130 Won the front panel ap-
plies to peak currenrs. not to average cur-
rents. This should be borne in mind es-
pecially during caltbration.

END
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Fig. 4. Suggested front panel for the electronic load (true scale).



11 POWER SUPPLIES AND BATTERY CHARGERS

PARTS I.IST : ;
Resistors:' . , ". ....., ..
,-, >"" "',

fl ;=:4;7{)!)..
. ~2':~3 :::8~OQ
~:=:3QQ
.~:=:lJW.
'Eil :=P.l Q". lO:W
~R7 #0 IPP:K.O .
RB :: :11:3l;ill; 16/0
:F'l::; lÖkr.! potentiometer! llneai : ...
:B2'::;4.7 .kQpotthitlQmeter. :Ii~ear'

, "0 ,- /; '> > , -, " ~ -, , ~ -,

:capacitors: . " .. .
;01: (;2::; 100 ~F; 2l? v,. radial
'03:"; i0 f.tF! 2.5.v. radial .
.04:; if.ti. 25·V. radta,l .
e5. C7 = lOQ pF s

~6·=.1OpF':: .
~ -1

$emiconductors:
PI :=: GE.Ii•.S:rhili
Dz":'D4~'1'N4148
Ds= seetext . ,
.Tl;' BUZ384' .

:Integrated ciroult;s:
le].::;555' .

Miscellaneous:
:SI == stngle-poleon-off sWltch

o ,,'. -< - " ~ -,

S2= 2-pol(:.q-pO~itlontotary switch
'KI-K3::: BNC so~ketforPC$ rriountmg
2 off spade termmal [tnaleand.
•fetpale)for l'Ca mounting

.Heat stnk forT 1.(SK85*• 75 nnn high)
EnClOsJ1te80x200x132 nnn [HxWXD)

* Dau (UK) Ltd. 7Ö75 Bamham Road.:
Barnham, West Sussex P0220ES
Telep'hone(Ö243j553031

ensure that the duty factor of the charg-
tng/ discharging process is 1:1. Five dif-
ferent capacitors. and thus five different
frequencies (10Hz. 100 Hz. 1kHz. 10kHz.
and 100 kHz), may be selected with S2.
The square-wave output signal OfICI.

available at pin 3. is applied via D4 and
S2b to potentiometers PI and P2. which
set the gate voltage for Tl (coarse and fine
respectively). The magnttude of the gate
voltage determines how hard the tran-
sistor conducts and thus the value of the
resistive load that the FET presents to the
power supply on test. The higher the drain
voltage, the lower the drain -source trans-
fer resistance of the FET and the harder
the transistor conducts.
The drain and source of Tl are con-

nected to the power supply on test via
spade terminals Ixin and GND.

The BUZ384 is a so-called FREDFET.
which is typified by a very fast integrated
inverse diode that prevents the device
being damaged by negative voltages across
the drain-source junction. It can handle
currents ofup to 10.5 A and has a min-
imum dratn-source transfer reslstance,
ROS(onj. ofO.6 Q. Diode D5needs to be used
only tf a FET without an integrated pro-

o
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Fig. 2. Printed-circuit board for the electronic load (not available ready made).

tection diode is used.
The source of Tl is linked to the GND

terminal via a 0.1 Q. 10 W resistor, ~.
The potential drop acros this resistor is
a measure of the current through the FET
(100 mVA-l); it may be measured at K3.
The output voltage ofthe power supply

on test is measured with the aid of po-
tential divider R7-Rs at K2(100 mVV-I).
The pulses applied to the FET are also

available at KI via R5and may be used to
drive the trtgger input of an oscilloscope.
Switch S2 is shown in the calibration

position in which Tl is on continuously
because PI is linked directly (via S2b)to
the positive supply line. In this position,
the current the load draws from the power
supply on test is measured at K3and set
to the wanted value with PI and P2.After
this has been done.the dynamic perfor-
mance ofthe supply on test may be checked
by setting S2 to the other positions.

Construction
Although a ready-rnade PCS is not avail-

able, it is recommended to build the elec-
tronic load on a board made according to
Fig. 2. The design ofthe board allows the
potentiometers and the rotary switch to
be mounted on it. It is best to start with
fitting the smaller components. followed
by the sold er pins, the spade terminals.
the potentiometers and the rotary switch.
Mount the FET on a heat sink. which

must be fitted at the back of the board.
The position must be such that the bent-
forward terminals of the FET protrude
through the relevant holes on the board.
Fit the PCS to the heat sink on short

spacers that leave enough space between
the board and the heat sink for access to
the transistor terminals for soldering them
to the board.
Fit the resulting assembly in an en-

closure as spectfled in the parts list in
such a way that the spindles of the po-
tentiometers and the rotary switch pro-
trude through the front panel far enough
to enable knobs to be fitted to them. Note
that the heat sink must be insulated from
the enclosure since the drain of the FET
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VHFjUHF TELEVISION TUNER
(PART 2 FINAL)

This second and final part of the article deals with the
construction and mechanical finishing of the TV tuner. Also,
we tell you how to opera te and program the tuner via the bullt-
in menu.

Design by W. Sevenheck

The tuner is buflt on four printed crr
cuit boards, which are supplied as two
pairs. Figure 7 shows the artwerk of
the single-sided processor board and
the keyboard. while the artwork for the
double-sided, through-plated main
board and supply board ts given in
Fig, 8. Although populating these four
printed circuit boards should not
cause problems to the experienced
constructor, there are a few simple
rules to observe.

Processor board
Start by separating the keyboard and
the processor boards. This is easy
thanks to the fraised seam between
the two seetions. There are no fewer
than nine screw holes in the keyboard
seetion. If you can make da with six.
cut off the 'empty' part at the left-hand
side of the small board. Next. mount
the Jive press-keys and the two LEDs.
The posttjon of the LEDs is best dcter-
mined by looking at the layout of the
tuners front panel. The last parL fitted
on to the keyboard PCB ts the single-
tn-hne a-way PCB header.
On the processor board, tt ts recom-

mended to fit a 40-ptn IC socket for the
8751 microcontroller. The polarity of
boxheaders KI, K2 and K3 is c1early
marked on the component mounting
plan. After fitting jumper JPl, the two
resistor arrays may be soldered on to

the board. Fitting the rematnder of the
parts is stratghtforward. and requires
no further comment. The terminals of
the LED on the processor board are
bent such that the LED protrudes from
the front panel. The Iunction of this
LED is to acknowledge reception of a
valid [RC5) infra-red command stgnal.
The processor board and the key-

board are interconnected via seven
wires. This connection ts not made
until all boards are Installed in the 14~
inch rack enclosure. The same goes for
the LC display connection, which only
requires a short length of flatcable.

Main board

Separate the matn board and the su P:
ply board along the Jrateed seam be-
tween thern. Alternattvely, if your
enclosure has sufücrent space, leave
the board whole. Note, however. that a
few wtres are required to connect the
main board to the supply board, irre-
spective of whether these are sepa-
rated or not. Voltage regulators lCs
and ICB are fitted wtth TO-220 style
heat-stnks. which can be bol ted on to
the main board. Ta prevent strain on
the solder joints caused by heating,
align each regulator on to the heat-
sink, and seeure the two before sol-
dertng the terminals.
Pay attention to the polarity of the

SAW ftlters, FII and F12, before mount-
ing these components. The polarity is
indicated by a dot on the component
overlay.
Havtng fitted all parts on to the

boards, it is time to concentrate on the

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

VHF-1, VHF-3 and UHF
47 MHz to 170 MHz
170 MHz to 450 MHz
450 MHz to 860 MHz
2 through 120 (incl. Hyperband)
PAL, NTSC, SECAM
100
mono, analogue stereo, analogue two-Ianquaqe
RCS compatible
2-line alphanumerical LCD
CVBS, audio left and right (cinch sockets)
coax,75Q
English or German

TV bands:

TV channels:
TV standards:
Presets:
Sound:
Remate contral:
Display:
Outputs:
Input:
Menu language:
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screerung, Cut 1.5 to 2-cm high strips
of tin-plate sheet or thin brass, and
bend these as tndicated by the dashed
lines on the peB overlay. The screen-
ing ts essential. and helps to keep mu-
tual interference between sub-crrcurts
to aminimum. The SAW filters must
be completely surrounded by screens.
for which separate pieces of sheet
metal must be bent.
Ta prevent interference in the audio

demodulator section, the video output
stgnal produced by the IF sectton rs
carried to cinch socket K2via a length
of screened cable. The cable ends are
soldered to the points marked with an

arrow (.) and a ground symbol (near
RZ8 and Kz respectively). In this way.
the video signal can go safely across
the analogue sound stage.
Check the type numbers of the ce-

rarnie filters and the Toko inductors to
make sure that these parts go to the
nght peB postuons. An error ts easily
made at this stage because these parts
look almost identical. The connecting
pins of the Philips tuner module. Xt .
are soldered directly to the relevant
solder spots. The two large metal tabs
at the s1des of the metal box are sol-
dered to the ground plane at the com-
ponent side of the board. For this

0 0 0
0 :: 0 :- 0-: 0

0 0 0..

0 0 0 0

Fig. 7. The first peB combination contains the processor board and the keyboard. These two
boards are easily separated using the seam between them.
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VHFIUHF TELEVISION TUNER - 2 11I
operation you may need a high-power
soldering iran. The rest of the parts on
the main board should not cause prob-
lems. The polarity of the boxheader,
Kt , is indicated by the component
overlay printed on the ready-made
PCB.
The holes in positions D I and Da on

the matn board are used fcr wires that
connect to LEDs D2 and D3 respec-
tively on the keyboard via connector
K4, This connection rs best made by a
length of 4-wire flatcable fitted with an
IDC socket at the side of K4 on the key-
board PCB.
The parts list gives alternative types

COMPONENTS LIST

PROCESSOR BOARD

Resistors:
1 150Q Rl
1 8kn2 R2
1 4Q7 R3
1 47kQ R4
1 390Q R5
1 10kQ 8-way SIL array R6
1 4kQ7 8-way SIL array R7
1 10Q R8
1 6Q85W R9
1 1OkQpreset H Pl

Capacitors:
1 4~F7 63 V
2 lO~F 63 V
2 22pF
4 1OOnFceramic
1 220nF
1 3nF3
2 47nF ceramic
1 470~F 25 V

Cl
C2;C12
C3;C4
C5;C7;Cl0;C13
C6
C8
C9;Cll
C14

Semiconductors:
1 LED, high efficiency 3mm Dl
2 LED, high efficiency 3mm D2;D3
1 87C51H (supplied ready-

programmed, order code
7141, see page 70) ICl
PCF8582A (Philips
Semiconductors)' IC2
74HCTOO IC3
SFH505A (Siemens)2 IC4
7805 IC5

Miscellaneous:
1 Jumper JPl
1 Boxheader 14-way Kl
1 Boxheader 16-way K2
1 Boxheader 10-way K3
1 SIL-header 4-way K4
5 Digitast press-key

(w=12mm) , Sl-S5
Quartz crystall0 MHz Xl
LCD module with backlight,
2x16 characters, e.g., LM086ALN
Printed circuit board 930064-1 (see
page 70)



RADIO AND TELEV1SION
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Fig.8. Artwork 01 the double-sided and through-plated main board and supply board combination (track layouts shown at 700/0 01 true size).
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for inductors X2 through X5. The re-
placements forX4 and X5 are pin-com-
patible. Those for xz and X3. however.
have ptns 4 and 6 soldered in the holes
for pins 1 and 3.
IfXe can not be obtained, it may be

replaced by a 270-.0 resistor connected
between the Input and the output.
Problems rnay occur regarding

availabütty of the Siemens SAW filters.
In the ortgtnal destgn. the Types

OFWG9250 and OFWG 1963 are used.
Unfortunately these devices are not
Siemens 'preferred products'. which
means that se ries of these filters are
only manufactured to customer or-
ders , after which they are available for
some time. Consequently. tt may lake
a while before they are available agam
when they are out of stock at the time
an order is placed. The upsbot is that
new batches of non-preferred products

VHF/UHF TELEVISION TUNER - 2

are not made untfl there is sufllcrent
demand. Fortunately. both filters may
be replaced by near equivalents that
are belter available: the OFWG9250
may be replaced by the OFWG9253.
and the OFWGI963. by the
OFWG 1962. These near equivalents
gave entirely sattsfactory operanon
when compared with the types ortgt.
nally desrgned into the circuit.
Equivalent types for the UK CCIR-I TV

COMPONENTS LIST.
RECEIVER BOARD 6 47nF ceramic C16;C41-C44; Miscellaneous:

C56 1 Boxheader 14-way K1
Resistors: 2 47~F 25V radial C17;C35 3 PCB-mount cinch socket K2-K4
2 560Q R1;R2 10 1OOnFceramic C19;C21 ;C29; 1 2-way PCB terminal
1 510Q R3 C31 ;C33;C36; block, pitch 7.5mm K5
1 470Q R4 C37;C39;C48; 1 TV tuner module
3 4kQ7 R5;R6;R8 C54 UV816PLL (Philips
1 2kQ2 R7 2 330nF C24;C52 Components)' X1
2 390Q R9;R10 1 10nF C27 1 SFE5.74 (Stettner-Murata) X6
2 1MQ R11 ;R12 1 1~F C28 1 SFE5.5 (Stettner-Murata) X7
1 5kQ6 R13 2 100~LF10V radial C30;C40 1 TPS5.5MB (Stettner-Murata) X8
4 47Q R14-R17 1 220~F 10V radial C32 1 Quartz crystal 10 MHz X9
2 22kll R18;R22 1 220~F 25V radial C38 1 OFWG9250 (Siemens) FL1
2 2Q2 R19;R20 1 470~LF40V C45 1 OFWG1963 (Siemens) FL2
1 6kQ8 R21 1 220~F 40V C46 2 Heatsink for IC5 and IC6.
1 1kQ2 R23 1 1OOO~LF35V C49 1 Mains transformer 15V/15VA
1 15kQ R24 1 470nF C50 (not on PCB)
3 1kQ R25;R33;R37 1 1000~F 16V C53 1 Mains socket with integral fuseholder
1 220Q R26 1 Endosure Type ET32104
1 1Oll R27 Inductors: (21 cm deep) (ESM)
1 68Q R28 1 4~H7 L1 1 Printed circuit board 930064-2 (see
1 150Q R29 1 15~H L2 page 70)
2 22kQ1 1% R30;R31 2 113CNS-K1272HM-81091
2 100Q R32;R39 or 07202-342 ' X2;X3 Printed circuit boards 930064-1 and -2,
1 120ll R38 2 199KCAS-A359HM-81 088 and a programmed 87C51 H are available
1 5Q65W R40 or 199KCS-A877-2C ' X4;X5 as a package under order code: 930064
2 820Q R34;R36 (see page 70). The programmed 87C51 H
1 1kfl5 R35 Semiconductors: is also available separately under order
1 5kQ preset H P1 1 B80C1500 B1 code 7141 (see page 70).
1 25kQ preset H P2 01 ;02 = D2;03 on keyboard PCB

2 1N4001 D3;D4 Component changes for PAL TV system I
Capacitors: 1 ZTK33 D5 used in the UK (sound carrier at
3 4~F7 63V radial C1;C20;C22 4 BC547B T1-T4 6.0 MHz):
2 1nF C2;C3 1 BF256B T5 FL 1: OFWG9253 (Siemens)
1 100nF C4 1 TDA3857 (Philips FL2: OFWJ1952 (Siemens)
3 2~F2 63V radial C5;C6;C25 Semiconductors)' IC1 X7: SFE6.0 (Stettner-Murata)
1 1OnF cerarme C7 1 TDA8415 (Philips X8: TPS6.0MB (Stettner-Murata)
2 22~F 25V radial C8;C34 Semiconductors) , IC2
5 1O~LF63V radial C9;C10;C47; 1 TDA3842 (Philips ' C-I Electronics, P.O. Box 22089, 6360

C51;C55 Semiconductors)" IC3 AB Nuth, Holland. Fax: (+31) 45 241877.
3 47nF C11 ;C12;C26 1 LM339 IC4 2 Electrovalue, see advert on page 53
2 2~F2 C13;C14 1 7812 IC5
3 220nF C15;C18;C23 1 7805 IC6

.,.
POWER PLL TELEVISION TUNER '" MENU ., ." 111/ STORE

f:B c==J • ~
0

0
0

" fI START "<Fe STOP

Fig.9. Front panel layout (shown reduced 10 50%).
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Fig. 10. Wiring diagram of the TV tuner.

standard (vision-sound spacing
6.0 MHz) are also given in the parts
list.
That completes the construction of

the printed circutt boards, leaving you
with mechanical work on the enclo-
sut-e. mounting the boards into the
case, and, of cout-se. adjustment of the
TV tuner.

Mechanical work and
wiring
The TV tuner is built into a matt black
13-inch rack type case from ESM
France (type number ET32j04). A sug-
gestion for the front panel layout and
lettering is shown in Fig. 9. The
arrangement of the four boards tnstde
the case is evident from last months
front cover photograph.
Frve holes have to be drilled in the

rear panel: three for the au dia and
video outputs, one for the tuners RF
Inpu t (anten na socket), and a much
larger one for the mains socket wtth
integral fuseholder. The LCD and the
ftve press-keys require two slots to be
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cut in the front panel. Further , you
need to drill three holes for the LED in-
dtcators. and one for the IR recetver ,
while a reetangular clearance ts cut to
accommodate the mains on/off switch.
Once a1l four boards, the matns

transformer and the parts on the front
and rear panels have been mounted.
you are ready to start working on the
wiring - see Fig. 10. All mains carry-
ing wires and terminals should be
properly lnsulated. and the case must
be connected to the mains earth. Run
a thorough check on the wiring before
you apply power.

Testand adjustment
Connect the coax Input of the TV tuner
to your antenna system. Apply power.
If the LCDbacklight does not work, ac-
tuate it by fttting jumper JP 1. Start by
turning the AGC preset (P2) to the cen-
tre of its travel. Next. connect a volt-
meter between pin 8 of the TDA3842
(JC3)and ground. Turn off the AFC via
the keyboard, and tune to a known TV
station in the UHF band. Do not use
the 'search' Iunctton to find astation.
Instead, enter the channel nuruber di-
rect1y. Be sure to tune to a strong
(Tocal') statton whtch transmits on a
standard channel number. Thts warn-
ing applies to those of you who con-
nect the tuner to a cable network ,
where channel numbers such as 46+
and 66- are used to indicate positive
or negative I-MHz offsets from the
CCIR standard frequencies. 00 not se-
lect a station transmitting on a '+' or '-'
channel. Next, connect a video morutor
or TV set to the tuncr's video output.
Usc a plastic trimming tool to adjust
the core in the IF ülter. X5, Ior a volt-
meter reading between 2.4 V and
2.6 V, whtch indicates resonance at
38.9 MHz exactly. This is essential for
the 'search' function and the AFC. If
the picture on the monitor is noisy, the
AGC adjustment must be corrected
with the aid of preset P2. The operanon
of the AGC may be verified by tuning to
another statton. and checking tf the re-
celved picture is a11rtght again. If so.
you may dtsconncct the voltmeter.
Next. adjust the sound receiver.

5tart with the IF section of the sound
circuit. Be sure to tune to a stereo or
two-Ianguagc broadcast. Connect an
oscilloscope to pin 15 of the TDA3857
(ICl). Adjust the 38.9-MHz filter until
the 5.5-MHz and 5.74-MHz lF signals
are in phase. If this ts dtfltcult to see
on the scope screen, it is also possible
to adjust the filter for the htghest sig-
nallevel measured at pins 13 and 17.
Next , adjust filters X2 and X3.

Connect the scope to pin 5 of ICI, and
adjust X2 for the htghest possible sig-
nal level. Stmtlarly. connect the scope
to ICI pin 9, and peak X3. At this
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point, the LEDs and the display should
indicate receptton of a stereo or two-
language broadcasl. Reception of a
stereo broadcast is indicated by both
LEDs lighting, while only one LED
Iights (depending on the selected
channel) tf the broadcast has two-Ian-
guage sound.
Ftnally. optimize the channel sepa-

ratton by adjusting PI for best results.
In practice, good results are obtained
wtth thts preset set to the centre of its
travel.

Operation
T'he use of a microcon troller allows all
tuner Iuncuons to be selected and con-
trolIed with the aid of only five press
keys on the front panel. The press keys
have the following functions:

Key I:
Key 2:
Key 3:
Key 4:
Key 5:

menu selectton
menu-dependent
menu-dependent
menu-dependent
store

Main menu
Key 1: menu selection
Key 2: programme number +1
Key 3: programme number +10
Key 4: mono/stereo or channel

1/2 swttch
Key 5: no function
Display shows: program rru mber: AFC
and mono/stereo or two-Ianguage.

Channel menu
Key 1: menu selection
Key 2: channel number + 1
Key 3: channel number +10
Key 4: no function
Key 5: store channel number

with previously selected
programme number

shows: channel and
numbers: lower line:

Display
gramme
quency.

pro-
fre-

Search menu
Key 1: menu selection
Key 2: frequency +62.5 KHz
Key 3: frequency -62.5 KHz
Key 4: search start/stop
Key 5: store channel number

with any shift (62.5 kHz
resolution)

Display shows: 'searchmg' flashes on
start of search. programme and chan-
nel numbers: lower line: frequency.

Language menu
Key 1: menu selection
Key 2: swttch on AFC
Key 3: switch off AFC
Key 4: select between English

and German
Key 5: store sctttng
Display shows: language selectton and
Arc on/off.

VHF/UHF TELEVISION TUNER - 2

General user information
Pressing the 'storc' key while in the
search menu, channel menu or Ian-
guage menu automatically takes you
back to the main menu. The audio out-
put is muted during searching unti1 a
station is encountered. The search
function has two speeds: it starts at
high speed until astation is found,
and then swttches to low speed. lf the
received signat ts too weak, or not frorn
a TV statton, the tuner switches to
high speed searching agatn.
If you tune to a TV station from the

main menu. the selection ts automatt-
cally stored after 12 seconds. The sta-
tion Is immediately available the
moment the TV tuner is switched on
agam.
The AFC is only active in the main

menu, provided tt has been enabled in
the language menu. The frequency
range of the AFC is ±375 kHz, and its
tuning effect is visible on the LC dts-
play: a '>' indicates a tuning frequency
above the standard frequency: a '<' a
tuning frequency below the standard
frequency. A '*' is shown tf the tuned
frequency is in accordance with the
CCIR channel raster. The AFC action
is delayed a few seconds after a pro-
gramme number is selected.
One hundred presets (0-99) are

available for television channels be-
tween CCIR E2 and 120, which in-
cludes the so-called 5 channels,
SI-520, and the channels in the hy-
perband. HI-H21.
Finally. the tuner responds to the

following commands received via the
RC5 infra-red receiver: programme
number up/down, sound on/off,
stereo/mono, channel 1 or 2, numbers° through 9, I or 2-digit input , and
switching between the last two se-
lected programmes. •



screening. Cut 1.5 to 2-cm high strips
of tin-plate sheet or thin brass, and
bend these as indicated by the dashed
lines on the PCB overlay. The screen-
ing is essential, and helps to keep mu-
tual interference between sub-circuits
to aminimum. The SAW filters must
be completely surrounded by screens,
for which separate pieces of sheet
metal must be bent.
To prevent interference in the audio

demodulator seetion, the video output
signal produced by the IF secnon is
carried to cinch socket K2 via a length
of screened cable. The cable ends are
soldered to the points marked with an

arrow (.) and a ground symbol (near
R28 and K2 respectively). In this way,
the video stgnal can go safely across
the analogue sound stage.
Check the type numbers of the ce-

ramie filters and the Toko inductors to
make sure that these parts go to the
, rtght PCB positions. An error is easily
made at this stage because these parts
look almost identical. The connecting
pins of the Philips tuner module, Xi ,
are soldered directly to the relevant
solder spots. The two large metal tabs
at the sides of the metal box are sol-
dered to the ground plane at the com-
ponent side of the board. For this

o:~ o:; oo Q.

o 0

o oo

Fig. 7. The first peB combination contains the 'processor board and the keyboard. These two
boards are easily-separated using the seam between them.
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VHF/UHF TELEVISION TUNER - 2 111
operation you may need a high-power
soldering iron. The rest of the parts on
the main board should not cause prob-
lems. The polarity of the boxheader,
Ki , is indicated by the component
overlay printed on the ready-made
PCB.
The holes in positions 01 and 02 on

the main board are used for wires that
connect to LEOs 02 and 03 respec-
tively on the keyboard via connector
K4. This connection is best made by a
length of 4-wire flatcable fitted with an
IOC socket at the side of K4 on the key-
board PCB.
The parts list gtves alternative types

COMPONENTS LIST

PROCESSORBOARD

Resistors:
'1 '~15dn
, 1,i.8kQ2
1 4Q7
'1 c~47kQ

1t390.Q, :"1:, "li}'
1 1OkQ8-way SIL array
tMkQ784Nay'SILarraYi,;

1 ,i 10'1,
1 6Q85W
1 1OkQpr~sehH

"Capacitors'~ '
1 11iAj.t~76qV
2 10j.tFssv
'2/!:22pF
4 1OOnFceramic

,,;; ·'X O'O'~:

1 220nF
1 ,~nF3
2 47nF ceramte
1 47dflF 25 V;;'

,:p1 i'h,•• ,i,i~
C2;C12,'
,~(!;;3;C4
~5;C7;C.1O;C.~3"C6' ", , "lv

C8
C9;C11
~C14"

Semiconductors:
1 "tED, high efficiericyt3mrti, 011\'
2,JE[.?, high eUici~.Qcy;?mrm,Dg;D3
1 "8705114 (su'ppliedreiiäy2' "
...programmecl;,ordercQde"f
7141, s!3eP€ige70) IC1
PCF8582A~Phili'ps ,:e

Semicopductors);1 102
74HCTOO ' IC3

,i SFl'i505A (Siemens)2WIC4'
780.5 leg

Miscellaneous:'
1 Jumper,
1 BoXheader~4-~ay
1 Bo~header~6-""Iay
1 Boxheader 10-way
1 SlIj-heatter2f-way
5 Digitast,pre§s-k~y

(w=12mm) 1 .

Quiuti'crysfal10MHz X1':
K LCP m,2c1ull(wit~ ba~klig,~t, " ,',;\fr

2x16 characters, e.9:, LM086ALN'
1+:Prihtedi!circyit b~ard!~30064":1(se~
s, Page72)

JP1
K1"

\'K2:.
K3
K4d
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amplifier?). Theoutput pulse is picked up by
a microphone and fed back into thc IMP
where it is digitized and then fed into an
IBM (compatible) computer via the printer
port. The IMP software then analyses the
input via Fourier transforms and outputs the
results on to the cornputer sereen in graph-
ieal form in the shapeof arnplitude and phase
response curves. Full control is via the Pe.
The amplifier output can be sampled via a
probe to correct for errors in the pu Ise spec-
trum and amplificr response.
IM P allows the collection and analysis

of 12·bilanalogue data up 104,095 sampIes
in length and sam pIe rates are selectable at
eilher61.44I kHz or 1.92 kHz wh ich, along
with the internal filtering, allows rneasure-
ments from several hertz to 20 kHz.
Further information from Falcon Acoustics

Ud, TaborHouse, Norwich Road, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT, England. Telephone
+44 (0)508 78272; fax +44 (0)508 70986.

CORRECTIONS
DIGITAL DIAL (January 1994)

An attentive reader has drawn our auennon
10 the fact that the digital dial can not be
used in conjunction with the receiver illus-
trated (a Yaesu TypeFRG· 7) since the IF of
ihat receiver is much too high for the dia!.
Sorry for that oversight! [Editor]

VHF/UHF TUNER (Oct/Nov 1993)
The tuner module used in this design is no
Ion ger in produciion with Philips and its
availability will thus become a problem.
Fortunately, the Type UV916H is an excel-
lent alternative. The snag is, however, that
this unit is slightly smaller than the UV8 16,

so that the antenna connectorno longer pro-
trudes from the enclosure. This ean be over-
come by terrninating the aruenna eable into
a coaxial plug and making the entrance hole
slightly larger. Moreover, one of the two
earth tags of the UV9 I6H must be eonnected
at a different position.

LETTERS
SCART SWITCHING BOX

(December 1993)
I have a few problems with this project,
which I believe have to do with the conncc-
tions. Pin 1 of one connector is linked 10
pin 2 of the other. The same is true ofpins 3
and 19, which are linked to pins ö and Zü re-
spectively. All other pins are interlinked as
one would expcct, i.e., pin 5 to pin 5, pin 10
to pin 10, and so on.
L. Bastiaenssen

1naSCARTcable. the wiresfor the video and
audio connections are always crossed. That
is why the video outpui (pin 19) at one end
of the cable is linked to the video input
(pin 20) at the other end. This arrangement
ensures that the input of one piece of equip-
ment is always connected properly to the
output of another. There is, therefore, noth-
ing wrong witn your cable.
Note that two pie ces of equipment must

ne ver be connected simultaneousty to K3
and K5/K6. Use SCART connector K3 or the
phono plugs K5/K6, but not both at the same
time! [Editor]

PRECISION CLOCK FOR PCs
(November 1993)

1haveencounteredaproblem with the.Precision

Uni! 4, Gibbs Reed Farm
Pashley Road
TJCEHURSTTN57HE
Telephone: (0580) 200 657 (Na.tiollal)
or +44 580 200 657 (International)
Fax: (0580) 200 616 (National)
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'Iechnical Editor: J. Buiring

Editorial & Administrative Offices:
P.O. Box 1414
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England
Telephone: (0305) 250 995 (National)
or +44 305 250 995 (tntemationalv
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clock for PCs. I have an IBM (compatible)
PC486 and have, as stated in the article,
eomplemented the CONFIG.SYS file with
the following (last) line:
DEVICE C:\MSDOS\DCFCLOCK.SYS.
I should be pleased ifyou would tell me:

1. Whereto should the files of the software
provided (DCFCLOCK.ASM, DCF·
CLOCK.DOC and DCFCLOCK.SYS be
copied? To the root, the MSDOS or a sepa-
rate directory?
2. Onee the files have becn loaded, how is
the program ealled up to initialize thedriver
and to fill thc options P, I, S, Band D?
(M. Meersschaut)

Thefile DCFCLOC.ASM is the assembler list-
ing of the program. which you no longer
need (it is of interest only to dyed-in-the-
wool programmers). The file DCF·
CLOCK.DOC contains the instructions for
the program, which you can readwith aword
processing program. lt is not necessary 10
store this file on a hard diksk.
The only program that you need to copy

to the hard disk is DCFCLOCK.SYS. Place
thisfile in the directory containing the DOS
commandste.g., C:\DOS). Add a line that in·
dicates where the computer can find that
program to CONFIG.SYS (in C:I), e.g. DE·
V/CE; C:\DOSIDCFCLOCK.SYS. Other suf·
fixes may be addedfor changing certain set-
tings (see DOCfile), but even without these
the system should work correctly.
Note, however, that the receiver circuit must

be connected to the COM port 2 and that the
computer must be restarted ofter the software
has been instal/ed. The program will then au·
tomaticalty set the correct time in the inter-
nal clock of the PC every minute.

[Editor]
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DIGITAL
HYGROMETER
Design by A. Riet jens

The temperature ofthe human body is
matntained at about 36.9 -c (98.4 0F),

whatever the temperature of the SUf-

roundings and the nature ofthe thermal
insulation with whtch it ts clad. Heat is
continually generated by the chemical ac-
tians whtch oeeur in the body, and this
must be dtsstpated as fast as it is pro-
duced tf the temperature is to remain
steady. This dissipation is achieved largely
by the evaporation from moist Interrial
surfaces of water which is exhaled. and
by evaporation of perspiration from the
skin. If the evaporatfon ts too rapid, as
wehn one sits in a draught, a sense of
chill and discomfort is Ielt. If the evapo-
ration is not rapid enough, as in a small
inadequately ventilated raom, the even
more acute discomfort of stuffiness is pro-
duced. This has littIe to do with the ac-
tual temperature Cf with the accumula-
tton of carbon dioxide, for it is experi-
enced in the open air at all temperatures

Dur personal comfort is deter-
mined not so much by the
ambient temperature as by
the relative humidity of the air

surrounding us.

in moist cltmates. It is because the air is
so near saturaucn that the neeessary
evaporation from the body is reduced
below the comfort level. The factor that
determines personal cornfort is not how
much water vapour the air contatns, but
how mueh more there is room for at that
temperature; in othcr words. how far the

air ts from being saturated with water
vapour.
Thc metsture content relative to that

of saturated air. expressed as a pereent-
age and eal1ed the relative humidity
(r.h.). is thus the really important quan-
tity that eontrols the evaporation ofwater
from a surface. Relative humidity can be
determined by an hygrometer. There are
vanous types of tlus instrument, ofwhich
a modern one, based on digital elect.ron-
tcs, is deseribed in this artic1e.

Relative humidity sensor
The r.h. sensor used in the present de-
stgn is an element whose capacttance
changes with humidtty. It conststs of an
air permeable houstng that contains a
non-conductive fotl. which is sensitive to
humidity, with a thin layer of gold at both
sides. The gold layers form the electrodes
and the fotl the dielectrtc of a capacitor.

offset

MMV integratoroscillator
A/D-

ccnverter

EPROM
with

unearuaucn
tatne

likely
Change

butter
+

comparator

H 930HI4- 12

Fig, 1, Block schematic diagram of the digital hygrometer.

The dielectrtc constant of the foil, and
thus the capacitance. changes with vary-
ing relative humidity-see Fig. 2.
The capacitanee Is used to vary the fre-

queney ofan oscillator, here based on the
HCT verston of a TYpe4060 IC.
There are two problems that need to

be solved. The flrst is that the changc in
eapacitance is not linearly proportional
to the relative humidity. This ts solved by
the use of a linearization table eontained
in an EPROM. The second is the large pro-
duction spread of the sensors, whtch is
reüected in Fig. 2 by the three curves.
This is solved by the use of a eapaeitance
factor instead ofthe absolute eapacitance
of the sensor. The calcu1ations eorrelat-
ing the dielectric eonstant, relative hu-

100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170

900124-10-12

Fig. 2. Capacitance of the sensor as a
function of relative humidity.
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the digital hygrometer.
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CALCULATION OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS

In these calcuJations: C, = e,A I d
s is tbe dielectric constant of the sensor

foi! (F rn-I). K, = 100 (C,- Co)I C,
Ais the surface area ofthe electrodes (mm2).
Cis the capacitance ofthe sensor (F). Substituting Eq. 1 into Eq. 2:
dis the thickness of the foi!{mm).
-K is tbe capacitance factor (%). Kr = 100 (er - eolI e,
'f is the oscillator frequency (Hz).
a, bare oscillator constants f,= a fhCr
r is relative humidity (%).
U.,(r) is the average input voltage (offset Substituting Eq. 1 into Eq. 4:

deducted) into the A-D converter (V).
Uav(') = [1 f (1- Krf 100)J-l

[Eq,2J Substituting Eq. 5 into Eq. 3:

[Eq, 3) from which:

[Eq.4J fo =frl(I-Krl 100)

[Eq.5J

[Eq.6J

[Eq.7)
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TEST & MEASUREMENT

nudity. capacitance Iactor, and oscillator
frequency are gtven on the preceding page.

Thedesign
The block schematic of the destgn ts shown
in Fig. 1. A crystal-controlled oscillator
provides a stable frequency that is used
to drtve a monostable multivibrator (MMV).
The length of the pulses produced by the
multivtbrator is determtned by the ca-
pacitance of the r.h. sensor.

c

~ R21

An Integrator (a simple Re network)
transforms these pulses tnto a direct volt-
age. the level ofwhich Is a measure or the
humidity of the atr. An offset is deducled
to compensate for a relative humidity of
0%. The resulttng direct voltage is thus
an accurate measure of the relative hu-
midity. This direct voltage ts applied to
an analogue-to-dtgttal (A-D)converter.
The data produced by the converter

are used to address an EPROMthat con-
tams a linearization table. The EPROMCOf-

Fig. 4. Printed-circuit board tor the digital hygrometer.

relates the measured voltage with a par-
ticular relative humtdtty.
The EPROMdrives two seven-segment

displays. that ts. the data slored in the
memory detertntne which segments should
light when a particular dtrect voltage is
Input.
The output of the A-Oconverter is also

applied to a buffer and comparator which
compare the prevtous data with the pre-
sent ones to determine whether the rel-
ative humidity is rtstng or falltng. This is

PARTS LIST

Resistors:
RI = 10 MQ
R2. Rl9 = JO kQ
Ho. R,o = 1 MQ
R.,-R1I = 220 Q
R12. Rl3 = 2.2 kQ
Rl4 = 390n
R15. Rj6 = 39 kQ
RIFlOOQ
Rl8 = 100 kQ
R21=470Q
Pj ::::100 Q preset
P2 ::::25 kQ preset

Capacitors:
CI·C2=33pF
C3:::: I. nF
C4:::: 10nF
C5 ::::humidity sensor. Philips Type H1
e6. C7. Cg. C12, C14-C20:::: 100 nF
Ca = 22 ~,F. 16 V. radial
CIO= 2.2 ~F. 16 V. radial
Cll=150pF
Cl3 = 100 ~F. 25 V. radial

Semiconductors:
Dj = iN4148
D2 = LED. grcen
D3 = LEO. red
Tj. T2 = BC557B

Integrated clrcults:
lC, = 74HCT4060
IC,=TLC555
IC3= programmed 27C64 (630 I - p. 70)
IC4=ADC0804
JC5 = 74HCf574
ICB= 74HCT85
lC7 = 74H0T74
IC8 = 74HCT04
ICg= 7805

Miscellaneous:
X J = crystal, 1 MHz
LD}. LD2 = 7-segmentLED display, common

anode, Type HD 1105 (0 = orange)
Enclosure
PeB wtth programmed EPROM.No. 930104
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program test;

uses dos,ert;

var
i:integer;
j,l,k:integer;
g: file of byte:
result: real:

eonst
display:array[0 ..9] of byte =($cO,$f9,$a4,$bO,$99,

$92,$82,$f8,$80,$90);
vallist:array[0 ..16] of byte = ( 0,15, 31, 47, 63, 79, 95,111,127,

143,159,175,191,207,223,239,255);
humidity:array[o ..16) of byte =( 0, 13, 23, 32, 40, 48, 55, 61, 67,

73,78, 82, 86, 90, 94, 97,100);

begin
elrser;
assign (g,'humidity.dat'); (Open the desired filenamej
rewrite (g);
for i:=0 to 15 do {next; our-ve par t j
begin
for j:=O to 15 da {linearise eurve part}
begin
result:=j*(humidity[i+1]-humidity[i)/(vallist[i+1]-va1Iist[i);
resu1t:=result+humidity[i];
1:= (round (int (result/10» ) mod 10;
k:= round ((frac (result/10) *10) );
if k=10 then
begin
k:=O;
1:=1+1;

end;
if (1=10) and (k=O) then
begin
1:=9;
k:=9;

end;
write (1);
write (k,' , );
write (g,disp1ay[k);
write (g,display[l]);

end;
write1n;

end;
elose(g) ;

end. 930104-13

Fig. 5. Pascallisting for computing the content of the EPROM.

indicated by two L-EDs.

The circuit
The oscillator. lCI. the ucr verston ofthe
4060. generates a frequency of 1 MHz.
which is divided by 256 and this stgnal.
avallable at ptn 14. ts applied to the tng-
ger inputofmonostable multtvtbrator IC2.
a CMOSversion of the well-known 555.
Differentiating network R2-C3makes the
trtgger pulses short to ensure that the
tngger level of a 555 ts high agarn before
the mono time has elapsed.
Humidity sensor e5 determines the

wtdth ofthe output pulses from the MMV.
The output of the MMVis integrated by
RIS-ClO. whereupon the direcL voltage
across ClOis converted mto a digital value
by eight-bit A-Dconverter IC4.The refer-
ence voltage of the converter is set with
PI. while P2 provides the offset voltage
Proset P2 is part of potential divic1er

R[5"P2-RI6.which. via additional smooth-
ing network RI7-CS, is connected to the
supply voltage.
Network RIg-CII is required by the in-

ternal clock used in lhe conversion.
Reststor R20.capacltor Cl2 and diode
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01 ensure that the converter starts promptly
when the supply voltage is switched on.
When the supply is switched on, pin 3

is held lowbnefly toallow C12to be charged
via R20'Diode 01 prevents C12shor-t-cir-
cuiting the pulses al outpul. pin 5. whtch
are linked to ptn 3. and which provide the
clock for buffer IC5.The link between pins
3 and 5 sets the converter in tts free-run-
ning mode. As SOOI1 as a converston has
been completed, pin 5 signals lo pin 3
that new data may be output.
The data provided by IC4 are applied

as addresses to EPROMlC3 and to buffer
1C5.The data outputs of the EPROMdrive
LEDdisplays LD] and LD2.
The EPRQMcontains data that deter-

mine which segments must be powered
to mdtcate the r.h. value associated with
those data. The EPROMthus serves as a
data-to-seven-segrnent converter and COf-

rects the non-lmeartty of the sensor.
Since the content of the EPROMis only

erght bits wide. which allows storage of
the data Ior one display only. the displays
are mulliplexed by ICSa.ICSb.T] and T2.
The clock required for this is provided by
ICI (pin I). This clock ts also applied to
pin 100fIC3. so thatwhen an Interchange

DIGITAL HYGROMETER

of displays takes place. there is also a
change of address. Thus. for every nUITI-
ber on the display. two addresses are re-
quired in 1C3.The EPROMis available ready
programmed (see page 70). but may also
be programmed with the aid of lhe Pascal
program in Fig. 4.
Circuit ICs is supplied with a clock

when new data appear at the output of
the A-Dconverter. Immediately afterwards,
these data are stored in 1C5' Comparator
leB checks whether the new data on the
four highest lines are greater or smaller
than the prevtou s data. Its P inputs
(pins 10 12. 13. and 15) are therefore
linked to the four hrghcst data lines of
IC4.while its Q outputs (pins 1.9. 11 and
14) are coupled to latch IC5. Pins 5 and
7 are connected to two Inputs of IC5. so
that the status of these outputs is also
stored in the latch.
At the Instant new data appear at the

outputs ofthe converter. they are applied
immediately to the P inputs of ICB.Thts
circuit then compares thevaluewith that
of the previous data which at that mo-
ment are still stored in IC5.Dependmg on
the result, either pin 5 or ptn 7 OflC6goes
high and lhis level is applied to pin 2 or
pln 3. as the case may be, of 1C5.
Ptns 18and 19 of tCg are linked to in-

verters ICSdand ICSerespectively. The in-
verters control the set and reset inputs
of bistable ICh
Stncc the signals from the comparator

are applied via the buffer. they control the
bistable synchronously with the new
data. This ensures thal the bistable does
not gtve wrong readings owing to transit
values on the 04-D7 lines.
The bistable controls a green and a red

LED.These diodes indicate whether the
relative humidity tends to rise (green) or
to fall (red). It also ensures that when two
successive data trains are Identlcal. the
LEDthat was lit at the previously detected
change in r.h. remains on.
The power supply for the hygrometer

15 prcvtded by a 9 V mains adaptor via a
Type 7805 voltage regulator. The adap-
tor should be capable of providing a CUf-
rent of 300 rnA.

Construction
The hygrometer is most conveniently built
on the printed-circuit board in Fig. 4
(available ready made - see p. 70). Con-
struction is straightforward by following
the layout of the board. The rcs may be
mounted in suttable sockets, as may the
displays to elevate them sltghtly above
the other components. The LEDsshould
be at the same hetght as the displays: this
makes viewing them rather more conve-
nierit.
Regulator ICgdoes not need a heat sink

and it may be screwed directly on to the
board.
After everything has been soldered. the

board can be mounted in a suitable en-
closure. It ls, of course, important to use



23 Ashore
27 ECT
28 mA

Stephen Scott
RM. Smith
G.W. Spray
D.Westbury

CROSSWORD PUZZLE SOLUTION & WINNERS

Solution to the
Prize Electronic Crossword

byMatrix
(September 1993)

Across
1 Bistables
6 Valve
9 Altitude
!O Elicit
12 Electromagnetic
14 Disarm
15 Deer
16 Pi
19 Ev
20 Isle
21 Allure
24 Radlotelescopes
25 Dreamy or dreams
26 Terrazzo
29 Satyr
30 Attenuate

Down
1 Biased
2 Sitter-in
3 Autotransformer
4 LED
5 SI
6 Valence-electron
7 Lccate
8 Eutectic
11 NANDgate
13 Ohmmeter
17 Tetrodes
18 Trapezia
22 Advert

Winners of the construction kits, sup-
plied by Maplin Electronics - see back
cover - are:

All winners have been advtsed person-
ally.

1st prfze: Stephen Lenham

2nd prize: Tony Pelham

3rdj4thj5th prizes:
Colin Jzzard
John N. Taylor
Patrick Walker

Wtnners of the book prtzes are
D.A.Ashton
Paul Barrett
M.J. Bastable
Gareth Blower
A. Burnley
M.1.Constantine
p, Cunane
L. Dyson
RN. Ooldtng
R Haie
Chrtstopher Hudson
KenJones
Tom Kelly
David Marstan
K.C. Phillips
W.F. Ritchie

either a transparent case or one with an
appropriate window through which the
displays and LEDS can be viewed.
The sensor should be fitted on or near

the enclosure and linked via two short
lengths of flexible wire to the eS connec-
tions at the left-hand side of the rca.
Finally, connect the output ofthe mains

adaptor to the + and 0 terminals on the
PCS,preferably via a plug and socket on
the enclosure.

Calibration
A calibrated hygrometer and multimeter
are required for the calibration. Remove
the Udof the enclosure and swttch on the
supply to the digital hygrometer. Walt a
few minutes to give the unit time to ad-
just to the ambient hunudtty. Check the
reading ofthe calibrated hygrometer. Find
this value in Table 1 and note the asso-
ciated rattng of K. Enter this rattng into
the formula for calculattng the offset volt-
age:

Uoffsel= (1 - K j 100) Urh.

meter to pin 7 oflC4 and adjust P2till the
meter reads the calculated value of the
offset voltage. Ftnally. adjust PI till the

display reads the same value of relative
humidity as the calibrated hygrometer.

END

RH. (%) K(%) RH. (%) K(%) RH. (%) K(%) RH. (%) K(%)

10 2.135 31 6.693 52 11.962 73 17.758
11 2.349 32 6.926 53 12.228 74 18.039
12 2.562 33 7.161 54 12.496 75 18.321
13 2.775 34 7.398 55 12.765 76 18.604
14 2.988 35 7.638 56 13.035 77 18.889
15 3.201 36 7.879 57 13.307 78 19.177
16 3.414 37 8.123 58 13.580 79 19.469
17 3.626 38 8.368 59 13.854 80 19.767
18 3.839 39 8.616 60 14.130 81 20.070
19 4.052 40 8.865 61 14.406 82 20.380
20 4.265 41 9.116 62 14.683 83 20.700
21 4.478 42 9.368 63 14.961 84 21.029
22 4.693 43 9.622 64 15.240 85 21.368
23 4.908 44 9.877 65 15.519 86 21.719
24 5.125 45 10.133 66 15.799 87 22.082
25 5.343 46 10.390 67 16.079 88 22.457
26 5.563 47 10.649 68 16.359 89 22.843
27 5.785 48 10.909 69 16.639 90 23.238
28 6.008 49 11.171 70 16.918 91 23.643
29 6.234 50 11.433 71 17.198 92 24.057
30 6.463 51 11.697 72 17.478 93 24.482

where Urh is the value of the direct volt-
age al pin 6 of IC4' Connect the multi- Table 1.Correlation between relative humidity and capacitance factor K.
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midity, capacitance factor, and oscillator
frequency are given on the precedlng page.

The design
The block schematic of the design is shown
in Fig. 1. A crystal-controlled oscillator
provides a stable frequency that is used
to drive a monostable multivibrator (MMV).
The length ofthe pulses produced by the
multivibrator is determined by the ca-
pacitance of the r.h. sensor.

An integrator (a simple Re network)
transforms these pulses into a direct volt-
age, the level ofwhich is a measure ofthe
humidity ofthe air. An offset is deducted
to compensate for a relative humidity of
0%. The resulting direct voltage is thus
an accurate measure of the relative hu-
midity. This direct voltage is applied to
an analogue-to-digital (A-O) converter.
The data produced by the converter

are used to address an EPROM that con-
talns a linearization table. The EPROM cor-

I ~ 0 001 ~.o•• 0 .o~
o 00

o : 0 0 11 I 0 0 0 00

o 0 1111111 aaa

a

~; 0

Fig. 4. Printed-circuit board forthe digital hygrometer.

ReststorS!
Rl ::2'lOMn "
R2, Rl!)':" 10 ltlr
R:;. R2Ö'= 1Mn
Rt-Rll j= 2200
R12.B1S =2.2 ~
R14;; 3900
~15,,R16= ,39,kO
R177' 190A
RI8 = 190 lUl
R~l ;=4700
pi = 190 Qp~eset
p~= '25 :kQ preset

CapacitQI'!O:
ci. Cz ";"33'pF
Cs = i riF·····
C4= 10'hF'
, c:\ == hufuidity'sensof, PhiJ1p$FType tn'
Cil. C1. Cg. C12; C14-C20= tOO'nF .
,.es = 22 JlF,'16V,"radlal'
-,Cü) es 2.2 JlF. 16 V. radial
,CIl == 150pF
,Cm = 100 !l.F.25 V, radial

Semiconductors:
D1. = IN4,-148
,D2. =i-EQ, green
Ds = LEJ), .red.
Tl>T2= I?C557B

relates the measured voltage with a par-
ticular relative humidity.
The EPROM drives two seven-segment

displays, that is, the data stored in the
memory determine which segments should
light when a particular direct voltage is
input.
The output ofthe A-O converter is also

applied to a buffer and comparator which
compare the previous data with the pre-
sent ones to determine whether the rel-
ative humidity is rtstng or falling. This is

~t~g~t~ c;lrc;,nts:
I.cl;= l4Ii.CT~ORO
~Cz.,~1;LC~55$ oe , W. .*
IFs.~~ro~rap~~d.27961 (~i30t -,p·10)"
1C4 '" ADC0804 .
rC5;" 74HCT514

" lC6= 1'.4Hcnm"
• 1C7= 14HCT14"
fC8= 74HCT04
ICg'''' 7805

Miscellaneous:;
XI ;; CI'Ystal..1 MHz
LDh LD2 ;; 7"segment,LEl])display,common
anode,.•Type IiD.l105 (0 =.orange).

E:nclos\lr~
rce wtth IlrograI,nmedEP~O~, l\lo. ß30104
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PRECISION CLOCK FOR PCs

Build this small add-on unit and put an end to the (often gross)
inaccuracy of the real-time clock that ticks in your PC.
Complete with a software driver, the precision clock
synchronizes your PC to DCF77, a time standard transmitter
operating in the long-wave band.

Design by B. Zschocke

~ many rc owners, tt is amazing
.1 and frustrating ta note that even
the cheapest quartz-controlled Jittle
alarm clock bought in a high-street
shop has a far better accuracy than
the real-time clock in, say. a atate-of-
the art 486-based PC. Although many
pe users will notice the clock inaccu-
racy only twice a year (on changing
from summer time to winter time and
vtce ver-sa}. there are also cases when
large time errors on a pe have disas-
trous consequences. For instance, on
a small network, where one program
such as Turbo Pascal ts shared. and
the MAKE option is used from time to
time to produce code (MAKEautomatt-
cally compiles the latest version of the

program). In thts sttuation, it can hap-
pen that the latest versfort of the soft-
ware is overwrttten by an older
verston. because the associatcd time
information ts tncorrcct. It mayaIso
happen that a back-up program saves
data whtch is outdated. while the lat-
est version is 'furgotten' - all because
of an inaccurate system clock.
The inaccuracy of a PC clock may

have several causes: supply voltage
dips and surges when the computer is
swnched on and off; large temperature
vanattons in the case: or agetng effects
of the quartz crystal. Furthermore.
most PC clocks lack an adjustrnent
potnt. so that one ls totally dependent
on the accuracy of a cheap crystal.

Atoms for the right time

The radio-controlled clock described
here enables a PC to always 'know' the
rtght time. The time information re-
ceived from the DCF77 transmitter in
Mainflingen. Ccnnany. is decoded and
subsequently applied to the PC via the
RS232 sertal port. Thts ls done to save
space and energy required for an addi-
tional PC insertion card. Further. the
current drain of the DCF77 recetver
module and the associated interface is
so small that an additional power sup-
ply is not needed. Before dtscussing
the hardware. however, let us have a
look at the source and structure of the
time information picked up by the re-
cerver.
DCF7? IS a 50-kW transmitter oper-

ating at 77.5 kHz from MainOingen,
near Frankfurt in Germany. The sta-
tion ts operated by the Physikalisch-
Technische Bundesanstalt. and has a
range between 1.500 and 2,500 km.
The time Information transmitted by
DCF?? is derived from a caesium
atomic clock which is claimed to be
among the most accurate in the world.
As wtth nearly every clock. an oscil-

latory movement is used as the refer-
ence. However, in contrast with , say. a
pendulum cJock where the length of
the pendulum ts a measure of 'time', or
a quartz clock. in which the self-reso-
nance of a crystal is used as the refer-
ence. an atomic clock is based on the
fact that atomic energy levels are asso-
ciated wtth certain frequencres. To un-
derstand this relatton. a little
knowledge of atomtc physrcs ia re-
quired.
Depending on their energy. atoms

can take on different states. This phe-
nomenon may be compared to a fuel
gauge in a car: a high reading indi-
cates a high energy, a low reading, a
low energy. To change the mctcr read-
ing from low to high, you have to fuel
up, i.e .. energy has to be added .
Likewise, the state of atoms can be
changed by adding energy. However. It
is only possible to go from a low state
to a high state by adding an exacl
amount of energy. Adding Jess or more
energy than the crtttcal amount will
not change the atom's state from low
to high. Because of this phenomenon.
it ts possible to generate an ultra-exact
frequency by using radiation to add a
defined amount of energy to the atom.
In the atomic clock. an amount of

caesium is vaponzed at a temperature
of 100°C. Cacsturn is a meta I with a
low melting temperature of 30 "C. In
the Irrst stage of the c1ock. atoms with
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a 'Iow' and 'high' energy state are sepa-
ra ted , The 'Iow' level atoms arrive in a
resonator in whtch they are exposed to
radiation from a stgnal source operat-
tng at a nominal frequency of
9.192631770 GHz. The radtattön en-
ergy ts transferred to the atoms, which
change to the 'high' energy level. After
being moved through the resonator,
the atoms are collected and separated
agatn.
The Iewer 'Iow level' atoms remain

in the resonator, the more accurate
the resonator works. This enables a
control system to adjust the resonator
frequency for a minimum number of
atoms that rernain at the 'low energy
level. The resonator frequency so ob-
ta.ined forms the reference [01' the time
informat.ion transmitted by DCF77,
The estimated accuracy of the caesium
reference is one second in 300,000
years.

DCF77time information
In order to transmit the complete time
informatton, a protocol has been
drawn up that enables the exact time
and date to be contained in a pertodic
transmission which lasts 59 seconds.
A complete time code is transmitted
every minute, as illustrated in Fig. L.
The transmitter frequency is 77.5 kHz,
which is derived Irorn the caesium res-
onator. This has the advantage of al-
lowing the transmitter frequency to be
used as a reference, since tts accuracy
equals that of the umcbasc of the clock
(phase errors may. of course. still
occur in the path from the transmitter
to the receiver]. The transmit fre-
quency used lies in the long-wave
band. which means that only the
ground wave is usable for transrrus-
sion. Reflections of radio signals at
thts wavelength are insigruficant. so
propagation is by one 'path' only. the
ground wave. Consequently, reception
of long-wave stgnals is virtually con-
stant around the clock. In practice,
DCF77 reliably covers most of
Continental Europe. the South of
Scandtnavla, and the larger part of the
UK and Ireland.

The coding system
The coding system used on DCr77 was
developed at a time when microproces-
sors were virtually unknown. Hence. a
simple coding system wtth BCD (bt
nary coded decimal) was chosen, al-
lowing 'ordtnary' TTL components to
be used for decoding the time informa-
tion. Each code word consists of
59 brts (bit 0 through 58). One btt ts
transmitted every second. A logtc one
is transmitted as a pulse with a length
of 200 ms, and a logic zero, as a pulse
of 100 ms. During the pulse time. the
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year

/.cl \0
month 8,
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day 01 2

wee~k ~ ,0
108 ,

day 01 2 1

month~22010

hour

M~iscellaneous
applications

2)5
30 8'

10
4 i i \Pl,020 minute

~ 80524·1

Fig. 1, Schematic organization of the time/date information transmitted by the DCF77 time
standard tranamltter.

transnutter carrier ts redueed to 25%
(amplitude modulation). The arnpli-
tude reduction takes place at the start
of a second. Since there are 60 sec-
onds to the minute. and only 59 bits
are transmitted, the missing 60th blt
IS used to mark the start of the time
code. The Iunction of each of the
59 bits contained in the time code is
gtven in Table 1.
Three times an hour-, during the

19th, 39th and 59th minute, the sta-
tion ident, DCF77. is transmitted in
morse. Each letter or number is trans-
mitted between two second etgns by
switching the transmrttcr modulation
depth between 100% and 85% at a rate
of 250 Hz. This tdenttftcauon is auto-
mancally transmitted withou t inter-
rupting the time code.

Theidea
Today. a wide range of ready-made
DCF7? receivers/clocks is available at
reasonable prices. In most cases, such
untts are identified as 'radto-con-
trolled clocks. The receiver section in
such a clock usually supphes the dig-
ital time codc as 100-ms and 200-ms
pulses. The best known receiver IC ts
the U2775B. developed by Telefunken
AG for use in Junghans clocks. Apart
from a ferrite rod antenna, this IC re-
quires only a couple of external parts
to make a sensitive and reliable DeF7?

receiver. The U27758 is capable of op-
erattng at a low supply voltage of be-
tween 1.2 V and 3.4 V, and has a
current drain of only 0.5 mA
There are also ready-made recetver

modules based on the U2775B.
Unfortunately, these usually supply
output pulses with a length of 160 ms
and 60 Ins because about 40 ms is re-
quired for reliable decoding of the time
rnformanon.
The designers airn was to find a

simple way of ustng a DCF77 recerver
module with 'shortened' output pulses
to decode the time information with
the aid of a pe. This has been achieved
by turning the pulses into characters
conveyed to the pe via a serial link op-
erattng at a low bit rate. In thts sys-
tem, the binary code 000011111 (OrH)
represents a 60-ms pulse. and
0000000001 (OOH),a 160-ms pulse.
The leading 0 in the code is the start
btt, and the trailing I is the stop btt.
The advantage of tlus approach ts that
the software is relieved from pulse de-
coding. which is taken over by the ser-
ial Interface. Furthermore. the
Interface ensures that an interrupt is
gcncratcd only once a second. At such
a slow interrupt rate, the PC is hardly
slowed down. The functions that re-
main for the software are limiled to
finding the start of the time code. de-
coding the actual Information. and
conveying the decoded time to the op-
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the interface between the pe and the DCF77 receiver module.

erating system installed on the P'C. RTS line, wluch is between +7 V and
+12 V. At the same time. capacitor C5
ts charged to the TxD Une level, which
is between -7 V and -12 V. Diodes D4
and D5 protect the circuit against
darnage caused by an incorrectly iru-
tialized RS232 port. The voltages butlt
up across the capacitors form the sym-
metrical supply voltages for opamp
ICI. The opamp gives the digital time

The serial interface
The circuit diagram of the sertal inter-
face between the DCF77 receiver mod-
ule and the PC's RS232 port is gtven in
Fig. 2. The interface Is powered via the
RTS and TxD lines. Capaetter C4 is
charged via diode D3 to the level of the

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
1 4kQ7
1 lkn5
1 22kn
1 100n

Rl
R2
R3
R4

OCF77 receiver module: Conrad',2
order code 190969-66.
OCF77 ferrite antenna: Conradl-'
order code 535630-66.
Plastic enciosure 60x50x30 mm;
e.g., type E406 (Boplaj''
Printed circuit board 930058 plus
software 1871 (see page 70)

The control software for this project is
also available separately: order code
1871 (see page 70).

Capacitors:
2 tOOnF
1 10!,F/16V radial
2 100!'F/25V radial

Cl,C3
C2
C4;C5

Semiconductors:
1 LEO 3mm green
8 lN4148
1 LEO 3mm red
1 BF245B
1 BC547B
1 TL071

01
02-09
010
Tl
T2
ICl

1 Conrad Electronic Nederland BV, P.O.
Box 12, 7500 AA Enschede, Holland.
Tel (+31) 53 282000. Fax: (+31) 53
283075.

2 C-I Electronics, P.O. Box 22089,
6360 AB Nuth, Holland. Fax: (+31) 45
241877.Miscellaneous:

1 9-way sub-D socket Kl

code applied to its etnput a level that
enables it to be recogntzed as a sertal
signal by the PC·s RS232 port.
Generating a euttable supply volt-

age for the DCF77 recerver module is a
little more complex. Here. a green
LED. Dt. 15used to stabilize the mod-
ules supply voltage. A stable voltage of
about 1.8 V is obtained at a small CUf-
rent already.
Extensive decoupling is necessary

in the interface, because cross-inter-
ference occurs easily between ana-
lague and digital sub-circuits. In
particular, every care has been taken
to prevent the digital secttons upset-
ting the operatton of the sensitive ana-
logue receiver. A very effective
decoupling device is the high internal
resistance formed by T! -R2, a current
source inserted in the positive supply
to the receiver module. Together wilh
capacitors Cl and C2. thrs current
source forms a filter that affords a very
high degree of decoupling of the re-
cctvcr's power supply lines. The combl-
nation D2-RI is also connected to the
module power supply. and provides a
reference voltage of 0.6 V at the -tnput
of the opamp. This is necessary to en-
able the opamp to recognize the high
and low levels su pplied by the recetver
module.
The last part of the Interface is the

Fig. 3. Track layout and component mount-
ing plan of the printed circuit board designed
tor the receiver-to-PC interface.
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Bit Meaning Function

0-14 Miscellaneous applications / as required.
15 R Antenna bit, 0 = normal antenna; 1 = spare antenna.

16 Al 1: change to summer or winter time in next hour.
17 Zl Time zone 1: 1 = summer time; 0 = winter time.

18 Z2 Time zone 2.
19 A2 1: switching second folIows.

20 S Always 1; start marker for time/date transmission.

21 1 Minutes bit; value 1.
22 2 Minutes bit; value 2.
23 4 Minutes bit; value 4.
24 8 Minutes bit; value 8.

25 10 Minutes bit; value 10.
26 20 Minutes bit; value 20.
27 40 Minutes bit; value 40.
28 Pl Parity bit for all bits transmitted so far (complement

to give an even number).

29 1 Hours bit; value 1.
30 2 Hours blt: velue 2.
31 4 Hours bit; value 4.
32 8 Hours bit: value 8.
33 10 Hours bit; value 10.
34 20 Hours bit; value 20.
35 P2 Parity bit for all bits transmitted so far.

36 1 OaV of month bit, value 1.
37 2 Oay of month bit, value 2.
38 4 Dav of month bit, value 4,

39 8 Dav of month bit, value 8,
40 10 Dav of month bit, value 10,
41 20 Dav of month bit, value 20.

42 1 Oay of week bit; value 1.
43 2 Day of week bit; value 2.
44 4 Oay of week bit; value 4.

45 1 Month of vear bit; value 1.
46 2 Month of vear bit; value 2,
47 4 Month of vear bit; value 4,

48 8 Month of year bit; value 8.
49 10 Month of year bit; value 10,

50 1 Vear bit; value 1,
51 2 Vear bit; value 2.
52 4 Year bit; value 4.
53 8 Vear bit; value 8.
54 10 Vear bit; value 10,
55 20 Vear bit; value 20,

56 40 Vear bit; value 40,
57 80 Vear bit; value 80,
58 P3 Parity bit for all bits transmitted so tar.

Table 1. Meaning of all bits contained in the time information signal.

ctrcutt around transistor T2. which
drives an LED. DlO. to stgnal reception
of time pulses recetved from DCF77. A
6-mA current source, T2-R4-DB-D9,is
used to cope with the wide range of

voltages that can occur on an RS-232
interface. In this way. the LED always
lights at a constant intenstty. while
being supplied via the DTR line.
Consequently, the opamp and receiver
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supplies are nolloaded by the LED,

Construction
The compact printed circutt board de-
stgned for the Interface is shown in
Fig. 3. Construction is simple. First fit
the passive components, then the ac-
ttve components. You may want to fit
capacitors C4 and Cs last because they
are fairly tall, and comp1icate the fit-
ting of the parts around thern.
The DCF77 receiver module men-

tioned in the parts lrst is connected to
the interface via four wires, for which
solder pins are provided. The positive
supply voltage is connected to the sol-
der point marked '+' on the receiver
mcdule. while the grau nd wirc goes to
the point marked '-'. The module has
two further connections. The point
marked with an outgoing arrow is the
signal output, which is connected to
the stgnal input on the interface board.
The last connection is marked with an
'tnput' arrow. Thts input is used to ac-
tuate the module, and must be con-
nected to tts positive supply. At the
input side of the receiver module, con-
ncct the ready-made ferrite rod an-
tenna to the indicated points on the
printed circuit board. If the receiver
module Is fitted into an encloaure, two
points should be observed. First, the
enclosu re rnay not be a metal type
since that would make reception of the
DCF77 stgnals on the ferrite rod an-
tenna impossible. Second, to reduce
interference to an absolute minimum,
the recerver module must be fitted at a
reasonable distance from the interface.
An alternative to the receiver mod-

ule mentioned in the parts Iist is a
ready-rnade OCF77 clock which con-
tains an U2775B. lf you happen to
have such a clock, open it to see tf it
contains this IC. If so, proceed as fol-
lows: IC ptn 14 is the stgnal output,
pin 1 is ground. Apower supply con-
nection ts not required, stnce the clock
is usually battery-operated. Pin 13
must be conneeted permanently to the
clock's supply voltage, and any other
connection to it must be broken.
Usually, the processor in the clock
switches the receiver Ie off after a cer-
tain pertod. This is done to save power.
However, even if the U2775B ts perma-
nently on, the clock will run for more
than a year on a fresh penlight battery.
A suitable clock is, for tnstance, ELVs
kit number 4434 (also avaüable ready-
made: order code 4435). For more in-
formation, contact ELV, Postfach
1000. D-2950 Leer, Gerrnany.
Telephone: (+49) 491 600888. Fax:
(+49) 491 7016.
The connection between the inter-

face board and the RS232 port on the
PC Is best made in 4-core screened
cable. The screening of the cable is
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usecl for the ground (SG) connectton.
Für best results It is recommended

to install the receiver moduJe or the
clock at a distance of at leasl 4 m from
the pe or lhe rnorutor. This helps to
keep interference caused by stray radl-
ation to aminimum. LED 010 ts conve-
niently used to find a suitable location
for the recerver module. Reception ts
all rtght when the LED Ilasbes at a reg-
ular rate.

Software
The control software for the precision
clock 18a so-called device drtver, ca lIed
DCFCLOCK.SYS. which ts supplied on
disk through Dur Readers Services
torder code 1871). Jt must be Installed
after the mouse driver in the CON-
FIG.SYS file. Consequently, it is not al-
lowed to call the mouse driver in the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file. Any other order
of initialization is only allowed tf it ts
certain that the mouse driver. whtle
looking for the mouse. does not affect
the port to which the clock interface ts
connected. 11should be noted that the
software does not run on pe-XI com-
puters.

The drtver initialization command has
the following options:

P=n
This sets the RS232 port the receiver
is connected to. Valid numbers Ior n
are 1 to 4: the default Is 2. By default,
the drtver assumes lhe following inter-
rupt lines for the ports:

COM1: IRQ4

VIDEO HEADS SPEAKERS

COM2: IRQ3
COM3: IRQ5
COM4: IRQ7

1= n
This is used to change the interrupl
line asstgnment Irorn the default val ue.
Valid numbers for n are 0 to 15. If you
want to set the port and tntcrrupt line.
this parameter must be given after P =
n. Owing to missing hardware. IRQ 8-
15 could not be tested.

S=n
If n ;::;:1. the driver will adjust the real-
ttme clock in your PC-AT after every
correctly received time Information
packet. Setting n to 0 will disable this
function. The default is 11 ;::;: 1.

B=n
This sets the 510'5 divisor rate and
thus the baudrate. You only need
thts option If the pulse widths supplied
by your receiver deviate considerably
from the standard (60/l60ms). The
default ts 2500, which equals 46 baud.

D=n
Generally. the driver checks whether
another program or driver already
uses the COM port in mterrupt-driven
mode. If so, an error report is pro-
duced. Thts test may be dtsabled by
setttng n to 1. The default is O. i.e .. run
the test.

W=n
If n = 1. the driver will erase the COM
port's l/O-address from the BIOS data
segment. This is necessary u you are
running MS-Windows, whtch resets all

CONNECTORS SEMICONOUCTORS

ports at slartup and would otherwise
turn the recetver's power off. Clearing
the address makes the port invisible
for Windows. and the clock conttnucs
to work. The default is n ;::;:O.

T=n
This allows the driver to be used in a
time zone different from that of the
DCF?? transmitter, for instance. in
the UK. where GMT ;::;:CET minus one
hour during most of the year.
Whenever a correct packet is received,
this value will be added to. or sub-
tracted from. the 'hours' information.
Parameter n may be negative or posi-
live.

Practical use
Start your PC wtthout the precision
clock connected. Call up the time and
date. lf the clock is fast, you may have
a sm all problern to fix - see beiow.
Next, with the driver included in the
CONFIG.SYS file , and the recetver
mod ule fitted in a suttable posttton.
the pe may be started again. From
then on, the clock in the PC ticks at
atomic preciston. 00 take care. how-
ever, if the original PC clock used to be
'fast', t.e., running well ahead of the
correct time. Once the preoiston clock
has taken over from a 'fast' clock. new
files suddenly havc older date/time In-
formation than the original ones. It ts.
therefore, better to wait with saving
new files until the precision clock has
gained on the 'old' time. From then on,
old and new files can not be swapped
any more by accident. •
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the interface between the PCand the DCF77 receiver module.

erating system installed on the PC.

The serial interface
The clrcutt diagram of the serial inter-
face between the DCF77 receiver mod-
ule and the PC's RS232 port is grven in
Fig. 2. The interface is powered via the
RTS and TxD lines. Capacitor C4 is
charged via diode D3 to the level of the

RTS line, which is between +7 Vand
+12 V. At the same time, capacitor C5
is charged to the TxD line Ievel, which
is between=-? V and -12 V. Diodes D4
and D5 protect the circuit against
damage caused by an incorrectly inl-
tialized RS232 port. The voltages built
up across the capacitors form the syrn-
metrical supply voltages for opamp
ICl. The opamp gtves the digital time

COMPONENTS LIST

filesistors:
1 4kQ7
1c 1kQf5

22kQ
1 100Q-8: ->1F ·~F~

R1
'R2'
rRS;
R4

-t:

Gapacitors:!~
fw ~P0n,f '{!0~
1 10IlF/16V radial
2' 1'00liF/25V radial

.!Ct!~3
C2
!'C4;'C5

Semiconductors:
l' t:E:D3mm green'
8 1.N4148
1 LEO 3mm red
f BF245B' '
1 BC547B·
1. lJLOZ1

"01
,·02-D9
01Q
Tl ,"
T2
ICl

Miscellaneöus: '
1, 9-way sub-Desocket K1

DCF77 receiver module: €onrad1•2

otder code 190969-66.
DCF77 fetrite antenn~: Conrad1,2
ofdercode 535630-6E>.

1, Plastlcenclosure,60x50x30 mm;
e.g., type E406 (sopla)2

1'" Printed cifcuit'boa'rd 930058 plus
software1!8H(see page 70)

Tpe cpntrgl s9ftw!lre f~r ttlls p.r0jegt is"
also availableseparately: order code
1871~seepage 70).

1 Conrad Electronic Nederland BV, P.O.
Box 12, 7500AAEnschede, Holtänd.
Tel (+31) 53 282000. Fax: (+31) 53
283075.

2C-1 Electronics, P.O. Box 22Ö89,
6360 ~B Nuth, Holland. Fax: (+31) 45,
241877.

code applied to its +input a level that
enables it to be recogntzed as aserial
signal by the PC's RS232 port.
Generating a suitable supply volt-

age for the DCF77 receiver module is a
little more cornplex. Here, a green
LED, DI, is used to stabilize the mod-
ule's supply voltage. A stable voltage of
about 1.8 V is obtained at a small cur-
rent already.
Extensive decoupling is necessary

in the interface, because cross-inter-
ference occurs easily between ana-
logue and digital sub-circuits. In
particular, every care has been taken
to prevent the digital sections upset-
ting the operation of the sensitive ana-
logue receiver. A very effective
decoupling device is the high internal
resistance formed by TI-R2, a current
source inserted in the positive supply
to the recetver module. Together with
capacitors Cl and C2, this current
source forms a filter that affords a very
high degree of decoupling of the re-
ceiver's power supply lines. The combi-
nation D2-RI is also connected to the
module power supply, and provides a
reference voltage of 0.6 V at the -input
of the opamp. This is necessary to en-
able the opamp to recognize the high
and low levels supplied by the receiver
module.
The last part of the interface is the

Fig. 3. Track layout and component mount-
ing plan of the printed circuit board designed
for the receiver-to-PC interface.
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amplifier?). Theoutput pulse is picked up by
a microphone and fed back into thc IMP
where it is digitized and then fed into an
IBM (compatible) computer via the printer
port. The IMP software then analyses the
input via Fourier transforms and outputs the
results on to the cornputer sereen in graph-
ieal form in the shapeof arnplitude and phase
response curves. Full control is via the Pe.
The amplifier output can be sampled via a
probe to correct for errors in the pu Ise spec-
trum and amplificr response.
IM P allows the collection and analysis

of 12·bilanalogue data up 104,095 sampIes
in length and sam pIe rates are selectable at
eilher61.44I kHz or 1.92 kHz wh ich, along
with the internal filtering, allows rneasure-
ments from several hertz to 20 kHz.
Further information from Falcon Acoustics

Ud, TaborHouse, Norwich Road, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT, England. Telephone
+44 (0)508 78272; fax +44 (0)508 70986.

CORRECTIONS
DIGITAL DIAL (January 1994)

An attentive reader has drawn our auennon
10 the fact that the digital dial can not be
used in conjunction with the receiver illus-
trated (a Yaesu TypeFRG· 7) since the IF of
ihat receiver is much too high for the dia!.
Sorry for that oversight! [Editor]

VHF/UHF TUNER (Oct/Nov 1993)
The tuner module used in this design is no
Ion ger in produciion with Philips and its
availability will thus become a problem.
Fortunately, the Type UV916H is an excel-
lent alternative. The snag is, however, that
this unit is slightly smaller than the UV8 16,

so that the antenna connectorno longer pro-
trudes from the enclosure. This ean be over-
come by terrninating the aruenna eable into
a coaxial plug and making the entrance hole
slightly larger. Moreover, one of the two
earth tags of the UV9 I6H must be eonnected
at a different position.

LETTERS
SCART SWITCHING BOX

(December 1993)
I have a few problems with this project,
which I believe have to do with the conncc-
tions. Pin 1 of one connector is linked 10
pin 2 of the other. The same is true ofpins 3
and 19, which are linked to pins ö and Zü re-
spectively. All other pins are interlinked as
one would expcct, i.e., pin 5 to pin 5, pin 10
to pin 10, and so on.
L. Bastiaenssen

1naSCARTcable. the wiresfor the video and
audio connections are always crossed. That
is why the video outpui (pin 19) at one end
of the cable is linked to the video input
(pin 20) at the other end. This arrangement
ensures that the input of one piece of equip-
ment is always connected properly to the
output of another. There is, therefore, noth-
ing wrong witn your cable.
Note that two pie ces of equipment must

ne ver be connected simultaneousty to K3
and K5/K6. Use SCART connector K3 or the
phono plugs K5/K6, but not both at the same
time! [Editor]

PRECISION CLOCK FOR PCs
(November 1993)

1haveencounteredaproblem with the.Precision

Uni! 4, Gibbs Reed Farm
Pashley Road
TJCEHURSTTN57HE
Telephone: (0580) 200 657 (Na.tiollal)
or +44 580 200 657 (International)
Fax: (0580) 200 616 (National)
01" -t44 580 200 616 (International)

GERMANY
Elektor Verlag GrnbH
Süsterfeld SLraße25
5100AACHEN
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'Iechnical Editor: J. Buiring
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P.O. Box 1414
DORCHESTER DT2 8YH
England
Telephone: (0305) 250 995 (National)
or +44 305 250 995 (tntemationalv
Fax: (0305) 250 996 (National)
or+44 305250 996 (lnternationat)

GREECE
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16673 Voula~ATHENA
Editor: E. Xanrhoulis
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clock for PCs. I have an IBM (compatible)
PC486 and have, as stated in the article,
eomplemented the CONFIG.SYS file with
the following (last) line:
DEVICE C:\MSDOS\DCFCLOCK.SYS.
I should be pleased ifyou would tell me:

1. Whereto should the files of the software
provided (DCFCLOCK.ASM, DCF·
CLOCK.DOC and DCFCLOCK.SYS be
copied? To the root, the MSDOS or a sepa-
rate directory?
2. Onee the files have becn loaded, how is
the program ealled up to initialize thedriver
and to fill thc options P, I, S, Band D?
(M. Meersschaut)

Thefile DCFCLOC.ASM is the assembler list-
ing of the program. which you no longer
need (it is of interest only to dyed-in-the-
wool programmers). The file DCF·
CLOCK.DOC contains the instructions for
the program, which you can readwith aword
processing program. lt is not necessary 10
store this file on a hard diksk.
The only program that you need to copy

to the hard disk is DCFCLOCK.SYS. Place
thisfile in the directory containing the DOS
commandste.g., C:\DOS). Add a line that in·
dicates where the computer can find that
program to CONFIG.SYS (in C:I), e.g. DE·
V/CE; C:\DOSIDCFCLOCK.SYS. Other suf·
fixes may be addedfor changing certain set-
tings (see DOCfile), but even without these
the system should work correctly.
Note, however, that the receiver circuit must

be connected to the COM port 2 and that the
computer must be restarted ofter the software
has been instal/ed. The program will then au·
tomaticalty set the correct time in the inter-
nal clock of the PC every minute.

[Editor]
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-----
535 CARD WITH EPROM EMULATOR

(PART 1)

Integrating an EPROM emulator into a microcontroller system
gives tlexibility while reducing cost. It also makes the 80C535
based processor board described here a splendid tool tor
application software developers.

Design by B. C. Zschocke

/\ LTHOUGH microcontroller boards
r-l.are generally inexpensive and easy
to build, the cast of ancillary equip-
ment to get a microcontroller to actu-
ally da scrnethtng useful may well be
on the high side for many enthusiasts.
Assuming that you wish to develop
your target program in a time-efficient
way, t.e.. forget about programming
EPROMs bit-by-bit and byte-by-byte
(which was nothing unusual about ten
years aga), a minimal conflguraüon
conststs of the Iollowing 'tools':
- a pe runntng an assembler capa-
ble of productng machine code for
the relevant rnicrocontroller:
- an emulator to enable targct code
to be tested in the controller sys-
tem;
- an EPROM prograrnrn er to burn
the final version of the program
into EPROM,

The above equipment represents a
considerable investment. Fortunately,

it ts possible to cut down on the bill.
An EPROM programm er ts not re-
quired if your activities are restricted
to experiments only. Similarly, the em-
ulator may be struck off the ltst lf you
have the time to burn a new EPROM
after every modification made to the
target program. However, developing
software without these two tools ts
time consurning. After all, we do not
tap our wrrttngs into c1ay tablets any
more!
Constdertng that most computer

hobbytsts will have a PC, and that the
main interest will be experimenting
with a mtcrocontroller. it is fair to say
that the emulator is the most impor-
tant tool. /deally, an EPROM program-
mer is not called for until the code is
debugged and ready to be installed
permanentlyon a controller system
(for examp/e, a so-called turnkey sys-
tern]. The good news for a11of you with
light budgets Is [hat (I) the present
80C535 controller system has an ori-

board EPROM emu/ator, and (2) lhe
system can be built wtthout the
EPROM emulator lf you do not requlre
this function.

One controller, two
tunctions
Figure 1 shows a detatled block dia-
gram of the system. In fact. the draw-
ing is so detailed that it enables the
operation of the enure system to be de-
scribed in great detail. The block
marked 'GAL' (generic array logtel has
a cruciaJ function because it contains
the entire address decoding for the
memory ICs, as weIl as the control
legte that allows the system function to
be switched Irorn controller to emu la-
tor and vice versa. This means that the
controller can execute instructions
contained in the program memory or
in the ernulator memory. Actually, in-
structions in the emulator memory
serve to copy a program downloaded
from the PC into the program memory.
On elose examination, the system

drawn in Fig. 1 looks very much like a
standard configuration for controllers
in the MCS51 family (of which the
SAB80C535 is a member, although it
is not manufactured by Intel). Such a
standard configuratton consists of the
controller ttself an address latch, a
data memory and a program memory.
The program memory contains the
code which is executed by the con-
troller. The GAL allows a number of
components to be 'moved around in
the systern. If the GAL switches the
controller to 'run' mode, the circutt
works as a standard conftguration de-
scribed above. wtth the emu la tor mem-
ory and Centronics interface swttched
off. If the 'ernulator' function is se-
lected {agatn. via the GAL), the data
memory is 'made invisible', and its
function is assumed by the program
memory, while the program memory ts
then formed by the emulator memory.
This causes the microcontroller to r~n
the program contained in the emulator
memory. This program ensures that
data {t.e.. a target program) received
via the Centronics interface is copied
into the data memory (which ts formed
by the program rnemory).
lt will be cJear that the GAL has a

key Iunctton in the crrcutt. Actually,
the ccntrol of the GAL is based on a
single signal: the strobe stgnal recefved
via the Centronics interface. Before it
arrives at the GAL, the strobe pulse is
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535 BOARD WlTH EPROM EMULATOR - I m
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Fig. 1. This block diagram is detailed enough for a comprehensive functional description of the 535 controller system.

00. 07

stretched to about 10 us. This ts done
to make sure that It can be used also
as areset pu lse for the GAL.
Incidentally, the reset pulse ts only
supplied when the system is still in
'run' mode. and the strobe pulse indi-
cates that the first byte of a new pro-
gram has been sent. Next. the
processor rs supplied with areset
pulse, and the BUSY line is taken
high. From then on, the GALensures
that the controller uses the program
memory as data memory, while allow-
ing the controller to address the emu-
lator program contained in the
emulator memory. The reset causes
the program to be run from address
aaaaI-!' The emulator program ensures
that the received data is stored in the
progtam memory. To enable the soft-
ware to detect that data ts held ready,
tho BUSY stgnal is lied to the most sig-
ntftcant address bit of the emulator
memory. In this way. the system is ca-
pable of swttchtng between two pro-
gram halves which are identical with
the exception of one byte. Also, the Table 1. Memory map of the 535board (all addresses in hexadecimal).

sv
+

930103·12

address data memory program rnemory address

0000 data memory (U3) program memory 0000
address 0000 (U4) address 0000

7FFF 10 7FFF 107FFF 7FFF

8000 data latch (U8)
read-only

8001 data latch
87FF mirrors

LCD module
8800 instruction write
8801 data write
8802 instruction read program memory
8803 data read (U4) address 0000

10 7FFF
8804 LCD module
8FFF rnirrors

9000 free for memory-
BFFF mapped 1/0

COOO program memory (U4)
address 4000 10

FFFF 7FFF FFFF
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COMI'UTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS
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Fig.2. Circuit diagram of the 535 board wlth EPROM emulator.

processor Is not interrupted while exe-
cuting a program. irrespective of the
instant BUSY goes high. By the way.
BUSY can only go high tf the processor
is not looktng into the ernulator mem-
ory. The only change is that the pro-
gram uses the one byte to detect that a
new byte is available in the data latch,
and ready for storing away. On corn-
pleting this action, the emulator pro-
gram supplies an acknowledge pulse
via output P4.0. This pulse causes the
BUSY line to be taken low agatn. and

the computer supplying the data to be
fiagged that the next byte may be sent.
Onee the emulator program is ru n-

ning. the controller no Ionger needs to
be reset on astrobe pulse. lt is sufft-
cient at th ts point Ior the GAL La re-
spond by taking the BUSY line high.
The program does the rest.
When all data has been received,

the GAL has to ensure that the circuit
is returned to 'r-un' mode. Par this pur-
pose, the program records how long Is
took stnce the last byte arrtved. After

;,10:::0 ~o:lo
;:0;:0 , ~o:lo

• 100;;;0 ~ ;notilo
ecec ! ::loSjc

~~o!:o :l°lo
::!o~o ~o~c
~o~o :1;0:1:0

one second, the program initializes the
controller ('sofr' reset). and jumps to
8000H to eignal the change to 'r-un'
mode.
The jump Lo 80001'1 Is explatned as

folIows. The program mernory has a
stze of 32 kByte, and can be addressed
wtth 15 of the 16 address btts. The
16th address bi!, A15, is used in the
circuit La select (address) the program.
rather than for address decoding
(which also goes Ior the GAL).
Consequently, a jump to 80001'1 is the
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same as a jump to OOOOH(the address
at which the controller starts after a
reset). The only difference ls that Al5
goes legte high at address 8000H. This
is detected by the GAL. which re-
sponds by swttching the system to
'run' mode. when the data memory ts
enabled again, and the program mem-
ory serves to hold the program agatn.
The upshot is that the controller starts
executtng the instruction at address
ooaoH in the program memory, exactly
one second after receipt of the last byte
transrrutted by the P'C.
The memory map of the 535 board

is detennined by the structure of the
address decoder contatned in the GAL
- see Table 1. In contrast wi th the
program memory. the 16th address bit
is decoded for the data memory. This
prevents the 32-kByte large RAM from
appearing two tim es in the memory
map.
The second piece of data memory

(also 32 kByte) contams a number of
thtngs. To begtn wtth. there is the ad-
dress of the data laLchwhich serves to
direct data Into the system. Since its
address decoding ts Iimited to lines
Al4 and A15. the latch appears at a
number of locattons in the memory
map. Next, memory space 1S reserved
for an LC display, which 1S an optton al
extension of thc 535 board. An exarn-
ple of an LCD that may be connected
straight away is the Hitacht LM093LN.
which was described in Ref. 1. The
LCD also has a number of 'rnirror' ad-
dresses in the memory. The next
htgher mcmory block has a size of
11 kByte, and may be used for extra
[/0 or RAM.
The htghest part of the data memory

has a size of 16 kByte, and offers a
number of interesting applications.
For instance. the upper half of the pro-
gram memory (4000H lo 7FFF H) may
be used as data memory. In this way.
it becomes possible to place data (de-
fault setttngs. look-up tables. etc.) into
the program memory. This feature will
be particularly valued in non-experi-
mental systems, where such data is
'read-only' because it is contained in
EPROM. lt also allows a system wtth-
out an external data mcmory La be set
up, in whtch internal regtsters are
used to store ternporary clata. while
the Jtxed data are found in the pro-
gram memory via addresses COOOHto
FFFFH·
Since the resetting of the controller

is also used to switch between 'r-un'
and 'emulator' mode, it is not posstble
to connect the controllers reset input
to a press-key. The same goes for the
usual Re network to furnish a power-
on reset pulse. To ensure proper Um-
ing and co-ordination. both reset
stgnals are routed via the GAL. This
ensures that the circuil is automatt-
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535BOARDWITH EPH.OMEMULAT(~

MCS51 MEMORY STRUCTURE

The Siemens SAB80C535 is a member of the MCS51 family of microcontrollers.
Originally designed by intel, Ihe co re and memory structure of all MCS51 family
members is basically identical. The dev1ces differ mainly in regard of the
peripheral circuitry that has been added to the core.
An MCS51 controller has two types of memory: program memory and data
memory. The controller can only read the program memory Is writing is not
necessary because this area is usually ROM, PROM or EPROM. Some devices in
Ihe MCS51 family have an on-board mask-programmable ROM, or an EPROM.
The presence of external memory is signa lied with the aid of the EA (external
access) pin, so that the controller 'knows' that the program memory is (partly)
internal or (entirely) external.
The data memory always has an internal part, wh ich also contains the so-ca lied
SFRs (special function registers). SFRs are addresses which are used to control
the controller's peripheral circuits WO ports, tirners, etc.). Apart ofthis internal
memory is 'hidden' behind a number of normally accessible addresses. The data
contained in these indirect registers are accessible only by swapping them with
data in directly accessible registers.
Independently of the internal data memory and the program memory, the
controller is capable of addressing an extra amount of 64_kBytes of external
data memory. This is achieved with the aid of separate instructions and address
lines. This external data memory is usually RAM.
If the controller is not equipped with external memory, it is possible to use the
data and address pins normally used for this purpese as an 1/0 port.
Since the controller can only read data from the data memory, it is often
requlred to use a special initialization routine to put data in the data memory.
This 'quirk' of the MCS51 processor is parlicularly annoying if fixed data is
involved. A solution often adopted to salve this problem is to make a piece of
the program memory visible as data memory to the controller. This ls also done
on the 535 board described in Ihis arttele.

PROGR.I.W WEWORY
(RE'AO ONLY)

.------------------------.
FFrFH: ,....--...,

EXTERHAL

0=0
EXTI:RNAL

Ei: = 1
INTERHAL

,,
t ~ ~~~ .

PSEN

cally switched to 'emulator mode
when the supply voltage is switched
on. Pressing the reset key grves a to-
tally different response from the GAL.
The controller is also reset, but this
time It starts executing the application
program or the emu lator program
again.
Before turning to the crrcutt dia-

gram. a word about using 1/0 bit P4.0

OATA Io1[WORY
• (~~~~~~rr:~ .._

FFrrH:

t INTERNAL
FFH:; - - - - - - :;==--...,,,,,

,
" '1- :,

EXTERNAL --,

00 0000 L-,..-...,.,-J

····················}··f···
RO WR

and the Centronics input in your own
applications. Bit P4.0 consists of an
open-drarn output (with an internal
pull-up resistor) which is connected in
parallel wiLh an input. This allows the
btt to be used as an 1/0 port für you r
application. despile it being usec1as an
output in 'emulator' mode. 0

Continued next month



111
OUTPUT AMPLIFIER WITH
A.F. BAND-PASS FILTER
Design by T.Giesberts

'T"he ctrcutt consists of three parts: a
1. steep-skirted speech filter, an irrte-
grated amplifier, and apower supply. The
arnplifier can provtde an output of up to
1.2 W and may thus be used as an audto
stage in home-constructed receivers.
The diagram ofthe circuit is shown in

Fig. l.lts sensitivity can be adjusted with
potentiometer Pj. Thts potentiometer makes
it possible for large signals. such as those
at a headphone output socket, or the socket
for a second loudspeaker, to be used. Tlus
enables the ctrcutt to be used with a re-
cetver wtthout having to modify this (con-
venient in case of a type-approved untt, which
cannot be tampered wtth for legal rea-
sons). The signal at the wiper of Pj is ap-
plied to filter ICla-IClb and to swttch SI.
Dependtng on the setting of'Pj. the sig-

nal ts passed filtered or unfiltered to vol-

urne control P2 and the ampltfier. The fll-
ter consists of a low-pass seetion, ICla,
and ahfgh-pass sectton. IClb.Togetherthese
form a thtrd-order band-pass filter with
cut-off points at 740 Hz and 2.1 kHz. This

Amateur listeners and DX-ers
often have to contend with
strongly distorted speech
signals. The intelligibility of
such signals can be improved
appreciably by the circuit
presented in this article.

means that the bandwidth of the filter is
narrower than that of a telephone stgnal,
so that much mterference is suppressed.
However.a small part ofthe speech stgnal
is also suppressed, so that itmay become
difficult to recognize a familiarvoice. The

frequency charactertsttcs of the ctrcutt
with thefilteractuated and with It disabled
are shown in Fig. 3.
The d.c. operating point ofthe two fll-

teropamps is setby R! and R5. The + input
ofIC Ibis set to halfthe supplyvoltage. Since
thts opamp has untty amplification, the
+ Input ofIC la ts also at halfthe supplyvolt-
age. The two resistors are decoupled by C4.
so that filter elements R} and R3 are con-
nected to ground, as they should be.
Theamplifier comprises a smgle IC (IC2)

that contatns a bridge amplifier complete
with several protection circuits and a de-
bouncing circuit. Strictly speaking, it
needs no external components, but in the
present ctrcutt some have been added. At
the Input. two anti-parallel connected
diodes, D3 and D4. ensure that the input
signal ts limited. This is necessary, be-
cause the scnstttvtty of the amplifier, and
thus ofthe filterwhich. as already stated,
has unity gam, forfull drive is 120-150mVpp-
At the output. which is normally con-

nected directly to a loudspeaker, provt-
ston is made for a headphone. Thts is con-
nected to only one of the output torrrunals.
Since both terminals carry halfthe supply
voltage, a coupling capacitor, C12,becomes
necessary (this is not needed with the
loudspeaker which ts connected to both
terrntnals]. Rj j ensures that Ojg ischarged

r--~--------------------l
I ~
1
1
1

1
1
1
I ~,H:>-t--_.J
I
I
1 0L J

+ 6V'

I>7V5'V 11A
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IC3~--,--/1
I 7806 I + 6V
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I ..... I
!t" ~

880C1500

o

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the amplifier and integral active band-pass filter.
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Fig. 4. Printed-circuit board lor the amplilier and integral active a.f. band-pass filter.

be used with the filter and amplifier. The
PCB (Fig. 4) has provisfon for a home-
constructed mams adaptor: tf batteries
are used, this seetion ofthe board may be
cut off.
Socket J}. switch Sl and potentiome-

ter P2may be rnounted on the board, but
they may also be connected to the board
via lengths of insulated ctrcutt wire. END

200

Fig. 2. General view 01the completed printed-circuit board.

__ Fr.qu.ncey (H.)

Fig. 3. Frequency characteristics 01the amplilier withthe Iilter ac-
tuated and with the filter disabled.

and discharged. evenwhen neither a loud-
speaker nor headphones are connected.
Although the headphone socket, J 1, is a
stereo type. both earpieces cany the same
stgnal.
It 1S possible to supplythe untt frombat-

tertes. but these have a limited life. of
course. Ifbatteries are used, 1C3.BI and
associated components may be omitted.
It ts. however. in many cases betterto use
a mains adaptor. This should be capable
of providing 7.5 V a.c. or 10V d.c. and a
currentofupto lA. Commerctaladaptors
normally have an outputof 15V and may

Integr&ted clrcuits:
ICI =TLC272
(C2: IDA7052
IC3= 7806

PARTS LIST

Reslstors:
R] =6.19kQ, 1%
R2= 1.91 kQ. 1%
RJ=61.9kQ.l%
~' R5=22kQ
R<;-R<; = 10.0kQ. 1%
R9=5600
RlO=470
RH = 3.9 kQ
PI = 10kQ preset potmeter
P2= 5 kQ (4.7 kQ) potmeter, log

Capacltors:
CI-Ca = 22nF
C4= 4.7 ~F. 63 V, radial
Cs= 12nF
C6= 39 nF
C7: 1.2nF
Cs= 220nF
C9=4.7nF
ClO: 100~F, 10V, radial
ClI, C14= 100 nF
C12: 47 ~F, 25 V, radial.
C)3: 10 ~F, 25 V, radial
CIS: 1000~F, 16V,radial
C)"C19 = 47 nF, ceramte

Semiconductors:
DI-D4 = IN4148
BI = B8OC15oo brtdge rectlfier

MleceUaneous:
SI = change-over swttch
JI= stereo audlo socket, 6.3 mm, wlth
Integral swltch

LS) = loudspeaker, 80, 1W
HeatsiDk for rC3 (about 17 KW-l)
PCSNo. 930071 (see page 70)
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Fig. 3. Frequency characteristics of the amplifier withthe filter ac-
tuated and with the filter disabled.

be used with the filter and amplifier. The
PCB (Fig. 4) has provision for a home-
constructed mains adaptor; if batteries
are used, this section of the board may be
cut off.
Socket JI, switch SI and potentiome-

ter P2may be mounted on the board, but
they may also be connected to the board
via lengths of insulated circuit wire. END

and discharged, evenwhen neither a loud-
speaker nor headphones are connected.
Although the headphone socket, JI, is a
stereo type, both earpieces carry the same
stgnal.
ltis possible to supply the unrt frombat-

teries, but these have a limited life, of
course. Ifbatteries are used, IC3' BI and
associated components may be omitted.
It is, however, in many cases better to use
a mains adaptor. This should be capable
ofproviding 7.5 V a.c. or 10 V d.c. and a
current ofup to 1A Commercial adaptors
normally have an output of 15 V and may
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Fig. 4. Printed-circuit board for the amplifier and integral active a.f. band-pass filter.
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FIGURING ITOUT
PART 10 - POWER

By Owen Bishop

This series is intended to help you with the quantitative aspects of electronic design:
predicting currents, voItage, waveforms, and other aspects of the behaviour of circuits.

Our aim is to provide more than just a collection of rule-of-thumb formulas.
We will explain the underlying electronic theory and, whenever
appropriate, render some insights into the mathematics involved.

Ina11Dur analyses ofnetworks
and circuits, we have been con-

cerned with currents and poten-
tial differences, but have never
considered their joint effect,
power. Given a circuit element
with a pd U across it and a CUT-
rent I flowing through it, the In-
stantaneous power, Pi, is the
product of U and 1:

P;= Ul. [Eq.64]

Instantaneous poweris measured
in watts. It 'is the rate of conver-
SiOD from one form to another at
a given instant of time. In the
case of resistance, electrical en-
ergy is being converted into heat
energy. In a capacitor being
charged, energy is being used to
build up a charge on the plates
against the opposition ofthe charge
already existing there. In terms
of energy, the watt (W) is equiv-
alent to the expenditure of en-
ergy at the rate of 1joule (J) per
second:

1 W = 1 J sec-I.

With a resistor or reaietive el-
ement, we also have the rela-
tionships U = IR and 1 = U IR.
Substituting these in Eq. 64, we
obtain two more equations for in-
stantaneous power:

JQ '"
" ",{ f) ii f)

+
10

"
----.;vI>

f)
rn

930010 - X - 84

Fig.84.

This adds up to a total resistor
power of 4.672 W, that is, the re-
sistors are converting electrical
energy into thermal energy at
the rate of 4.672 J s-1 Note that
the direction in which the cur-
rent is flowing through the re-
sistor makes no difference to the
amount ofenergy being converted.
lt follows from the Principle

of Conservation of Energy that ~
no energy is created or lost dur- tII
ing this process. The energy is
coming from the power sources
supplyingthis network. The total
energy supplied must equal the
total energy converted to heat.
This is a good check on the cor-
rectness ofthe currentand power
calculations. WecaJculate the en-
ergy being converted from chem-
ieal form (ifit is a battery) or from
'mechantcal form (if it is a gen-
erator) by the 4 V source. Use
Eq.64: •

by the method of mesh analysis
described inPart 3. First, wewrite
out the equations for the three
meshes:

8h - 412 - Ja = 2;
-4h + 612 = -4;
-I, +813 = 4.

Tz = -0.688 A;

13 = 0.496 A.

Figure 85 shows the currents in
each branch ofthe netwcrk, com-
bining the currents for twomeshes
where an element is part oftwo
meshes. We use Eq. 65 to calcu-
late the power being dissipated
in each resistor:

These are solved as three simul-
taneous equations, aided if pos-
sible by a scientific calculator or
the computer program for de-
terminants (Part 4). The results
are:

11 = -0.032 A;

P; =[2R, [Eq. 65] ,{and

Pi = []2/R. [Eq. 66]

As an exarnple ofthe application
ofthese equations, let us analyse
a purely resistive network with
a steady voltage applied to it. In
such conditions, instantaneous
power is constant. Figure 84 is
an example of a purely resistive
network that may be analysed

P; = 4x1.184 = 4.736 W.

This is more than the energy
being dissipated by the resistors!
But let us look at the 2 V souree.
The energy being converted there
is:

3 >2: P = 0.0322x3 = 0.003 W;
2 >2: P = 0.6882x2 = 0.947 W;
4 >2: P = 0.6562x4 = 1.721 W;
1 >2: P = 0.5282x1 = 0.279 W;
7 >2: P = 0.4962x7 = 1.722 W.

P; = 2x-0.032 = -0.064 W.

Here the direction ofthe current
does matter. The calculations
showed that that 11is negative,
so that it flows anticlockwise
around rnesh 1 (Fig. 84), that is,
against the polarity of the 2 V
source. The current is supplying
power to the source. Ifthe source
were a rechargeable cell, the cur-
rent would be charging it. This
fact makes the power equations
balance correctly:

+
1.184A~

<V

0.496A

930010 - x - 85 P"'t=4.672 + 0.064=4.736W
and
Ps4 = 4.736 W,Fig.85.
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wherePtotis the total power sup-
plied to the resistors and the 2 V
source, andPs4 18the power sup-
plied by the 4 V source.
In general, the total power

supphed must equal the total
power absorbed. From a practi-
cal point ofview, it is interesting
to note that the power dissipa-
tion varies widely between re-
sistcrs. Calculations ofthis kind
point to the components thatneed .
to be higWy power rated.

AC power
A sinusoidaJ voltage, V~ 10 sin 01,
is applied across a 4 Q resistor.

UN
11.
PIW

üll

930010·K·a~

Fig.86.

The current through the resistor
has the same frequency and is in
phase with the voltage:

which gives:

sinä 8 ~ (1- cos 28)/2.

1 ~ V/R ~ (10 sin 01)/4
= 2.5 sin Cd,

Substituting this in Eq. 67:

The instantaneous power 18,as
before, the product ofthe pd and
the current:

Pi ~ 25x(1- cos 20Jt)/2
~ 12.5 - 12.5 cos 20Jt.

[Eq. 68]

Pi = VI = 10 sin (t.tx2.5 sin ui
~ 25 sinä 0Jt. [Eq. 67]

Figure 86 shows the graphs for
U, I and Pi plotted on the same
scale; U and 1 are in phase, 08-

cillating about zero. The graph
for Pi oscillates about 12.5 W. This
level ia the average or appar-
ent power, S, since the curve is
symmetrical about the line

We make use ofthe trigonomet-
rie identity:

eos 28 == 1 - 2 sin2 S,

u = 1(1 sin"'"

.....--_.1

-w

",I

930010-~-Sl
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Fig.87

FIGURING IT OUT 10 m
P ~ 12.5,as indicated by the shaded
areas in Fig. 86. Note that the
instantaneous power oscillates
with a frequency which 1Stwice
that ofV and/. Currentand volt-
age are both positive together
from (jj; = 0 to n and also from n
to 21[. Thus,S is always positive.
This is anotherwayofsayingthat
the direction in which the cut-
reut flows through the resistor
makes no difference to the amount
of power dissipated.
Another wayof calculating av-

erage power is

In this example,

Vrrn, ~ lOd2,
Irrn, ~ 2.5d2, and
S ~ (lOx2.5)1d2d2) ~ 25/2
~ 12.5.

This is the same result as ob-
tained by the earlier ealculation.

Capacitive circuit
Ifthe same sinusoidal voltage is
appl ied aeross a eapacitor, the
eurrent is also sinusoidal an d of
the same frequency, butleads the
voltage by 90° (see Parts 2 and 5).
We say that 1 ~ 10 sin(u.t+ 90°).
Or we ean eonsider the eurrent
eurve is a eosine eurve and that
1 = 10 cos rot, which is trigono-
metrically the same thing. The
value 10• that is, the amplitude
of the current curve, is deter-
mined by the reactanee ofthe ca-
pacitor:

10 ~ Vo/XC ~ VowC.

In this example, Uo = 10 V, and
let us assume that C ~ 1000 ~F
and w ~ 400. This makes 10 ~ 4,
and 1= 4 cos ox, The curves fOT

V and Lere plotted in Fig. 87.
The instantaneous power is,

as before, the product of U and
I:

Pi = 10 sin ox x4cos wt
=40 sin ox». cos ox.

Onee aga in. we make use of a
trigonometriea:1 identity:

sin 2e = 2 sin 9 cos 9.

The power equation then becomes

Pi ~ (40 sin 201)/2 ~ 20 sin 201.

This equation is also plotted in
Fig. 87: the cxurve has ampli-
tude 20 and frequency twiee that
of V and I. In general, the am-
plitude may be calculated with



GENERAL INTEREST

u = 10

T_" T,n
930010· X . 88a

the equation:

Pi = Urmsxlrmsxsin 2liX
= [(uo l)/("2x"2)]x sin 2<d
= 1/2 Vo 10 sin 2cd.

One point to notice in Fig. 87 is
that the power curve is sym-
metrical about thex-axis. In other
words, average power 1Szero.
Instantaneous power 1Szero when
either U or I is zero. Power is pos-
itive and energy 1Sbeing trans-
ferred to the capacitor when both
UandI are ofthe same sign. Work
ie being done against the repul-
sive force due to the charge al-
ready present: the charge on the
capacitoris increasing. Power is
negative and energy is heing trans-
ferred from the capacitor to the
circuit when U and I are of op-
posite sign. The charge ofthe ca-
pacitor is decreasing.
Example. A pd ofU =3 sio 4OO0t

is applied across a 22 ~F capaci-
tor. What 18the instantaneous
power when t = 1ms? From the
equation, we identify the values
of Uo= 3 and OJ = 4000 (the fre-
quency is 637 Hz). Calculate 10:

10 = U; IXc = tt; I oe
= 31 (4000 x 22 x 10-6)
= 34.09 A.

Thus, the current equation is:

1= 34.09 cos 4000t.

Instantaneous power is:

Pi= 1/2x3 x 34.09 x sin(2x4000t)
= 51.14 sin 8000t.

Whent= 1ms,
Pi = 51.14 sin 8 = 50.6 W

Inductive circuit
Similar behaviour is shown by

.4 1",1,857
" s: 68.2',
,,
,

UR = 3.714 I

"-- 68.20
-

'""

Fig.88.

an jnductor, except that being
the dual (Part 5) of a capacitor,
same of the praperties are in-
verted. Following the same lines
of argument, ifthe applied pd is
as befare:

U = Uo sin wt.

Current lags the valtage:

1= -10 cas ca,

Instantaneaus power is:

P. = -Uolo sin 2wt
= -1!2 Urms lrms sin M,

The instantaneous power as-
cillates at twice the frequency,
and average power is zero. Since
the power curve is a negative sine
curve, it is the inverse ofthe power
curve afFig. 87. Energy is being
stored when U and I are of op-
popsite sign (power positive) and
is returned to the circuit when U
andl are ofthe same sign (power
negative).
Example. A pd U = 4 sin 5000t

1S applied across a 15 J..l,H induc-
tor. What is the instantaneous
power when t = 1ms? From the
equation, we identify the values
ofUo = 4 and (0= 5000. Calculate
10:
10 = Uo/XL = Uol cd:
= 41 (5000 x 15 x 10-6)
= 53.33A.

Thus, the current equation is:

1= -53.33 cos 5000t.

Instantaneous power is:

Pi = -1f2 x 4 x 53.33 x sin(2x5000)t
= -106.7 sin 10000t.

When t = 1ms,
Pi = -106.7 sin 10 = 58.0 W

Uc =9.285:
"--_ 21.8°;'

: 93OD10· x - 5Ub

We have been preoccupied with
sinusoidal signals, but voltage or
current may vary in other ways.
The voltage may be a r-amp, for
example, U = 3t. If such a volt-
age is applied to an inductor, the
current may be calculated from
Eq. 28 (Part 5).
Assuming there is no initial

current:

If L has the value 0.5 H, then
1= 3t2. At any instant,

Pi = UI = 3t x 3t2 = 9t3.

Conversely, we can calculate
powerwhen we are given the ap-
plied current. For instance, given
that the current through a 0.1 H
inductorisI = 4e2t, we useEq. 26
to calculate that

U = Ldlldt = 8Le21 = 0.8e2/,
and
P = UI = 0.8e21 x 4e21 = 3.2e41.

The power after 0.5 s is 3.2e2
=23.6W
Calculations such as these as-

sume that the network is in a
steady state, by which we mean
that the function for U or I 1S con-
tinuous, not piecewise. If there
are abrupt changes in U or 1, a
reactive impedance, as might be
expected from its name, reacts
to cushion or even to oppose the
change. In passing from one steady
state to another there is a tran-
sient period. The analysis ofwhat
happens in such briefperiods is
a fescinating cne which we shall
leave until a later issue.

Mixed impedance
The examples above apply only

tg networks that are purely ca-
~acitive or purely inductive, so
~hat the voltage and current are
~Ooout of phase. Ifthe phase angle
"5 other than this, a different sit-
w-rtton arises. Consider the ex-
am,'le of Fig. 88. The applied
voltage lind the impedance ofthe
capacitor ai e expressed as com-
plex nurnbers t!<:ieeParts 8 and
9). The total imp'edance,,
Z = 2 - j5 = 5.385 ""_68.20 n

in polar form. From this, W<s',"'~l-
culate I, which is the same for-,
both components:

1= U / Z
= 10 LO° I 5.385 L-68.2°
= 1.857 L68.2° A.

Now look at the power developed
in the individual impedances.
For this we need to know the pds
across them:

UR = RI = 2 x1.857 L68.2°
= 3.714 L68.2° V.

Uc = XCI = -j5I
= 5 L-90° x 1.857 L68.2°
= 9.285 L-21.8° V.

The phasor diagram in Fig. 88
shows the relationship between
these quantities. Current in the
network is in phase with the pd
across the resistar. It is 90° out
of phase with the pd across the
capacitor.
As far as the capacitor is con-

cerned, the voltage-current re-
lationship is the same as in
Fig. 87, in which we saw that
the average power is zero. During
a whole number of cycles, the
capa ci tor neither absorbs nor
supplies energy.
For the rcsistor; the power may

be calculated as in Eq. 64.
In a phasor diagram, all pha-

sors must have the same angu-
lar frequency. Since power has
double the angular frequency, we
cannot show it in Fig. 88, nei-
ther can we calculate it by vec-
tor multiplication. However, since
we are concerned with only two
vectors, I and UR, which have the
same direction, ordinery scalar
multiplication is applicable. We
do not use the moduli ofthe com-
plex numbers directly, since these
equal the amplitudes ofthe cur-
rent and voltage. For a.c. power
calculations, we need to use r.m.s.
values as noted above:

U,ms = mod UR d2
= 3.7141 "2 = 2.626 V.
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{nng = modI! ~2
=1.857 d2 = 1.313 A.

From Eq. 64:

P = 2.626 x 1.313 = 3.45 W.

This is the true(or active) power
dissipated in the network.
There ia another way of'Iook-

ing at tbe power calculation.
Knowing U, we can calculate I
and the phase angle 'P. Then:

P=Scos <p,

where P is the active power, S
the apparent power (Unnslrms),
and cos <p the power factor. If
U andI are in phase, as in a purely
resistive network, q> = 0° and
cos <p= 1. The whole ofthe ap-
parent power, S, is dissipated
in the network. If U and I are
90° outofphase, as in purely ca-
pacitive 01' inductive circuits,
Cf> = 90° and cos ({J = 0, and none
ofthe power i5 dissipated in the
network.
With mixed networks, when

U and I are neither whol1y in
phase nor wholly out of phase,
the power factor teIls us what
proportion of S 18 being dissi-
pated. We call the dissipated por-
tion the active power, P, and
the non-diesipated portion the
reactive power, Q.
The apparent power 1Snot ex-

pressed in watts, as there may
be no or little actual conversion
of energy, but in volt-amperes
(VA).With reactive power, some-
times known as the wattless
component, there is no con-
version of energy; it is expressed
in volt-ampere reactive (VAr).

Power factor

We shall now see how to calcu-
late the power factor of a circuit
as in Fig. 89. If you have a cir-
cuit with impedances marked in
ohms, henrys and farads, the
first step 1Sto calculate the corn-

U = 10
/"0"

930010· x - 89

Fig.89.

plex impedances for the given
frequency. These impedances have
already been marked in the di-
agram. Next, we calculate the
total impedanee, Z, summing for
the two branches and then using
the standard formula for im-
pedanees in parallel.

Z
(10+ j3)(5- j12)
(10+ j3)+(5- j12)

86-j105
15-j9

135.7L-50.68°
17.49L-30.964°

=7.758L-19. 716'
Now we calculate the current

{=U/Z

= lOLOo /7. 758L-19. 716'
=1.289L-19.716 ° [Al

The angle between the voltage
phasor and the current phasor
is 19.719". The power factor, pr,
is the eosine of the angle:

p{ = cos 19.716 = 0.941.

Another way of art-iving at the
same result is to proceed as fol-
lows. After ealculating Z as be-
fore, convert it to reetangular
form:

Z = 7.758 L-19.716"
=7.303 - j2.617. [Q]

The real part of Z is the resis-
tive part ofthe total impedance:

R = 7.303 Q.

Having found I as above, we ig-
nore the argument (the phase
angle) and take only the modu-
lus, since current and pd are in
phase for resistive elements. Using
this, we ealculate the true power
from Eq. 65:

P = [2R = 1.2892 x 7.303
= 12.134 W.

The ratio between the true power
and the apparent power gives
the power factor:

p{=PlS
= 12.134/ (10 x 1.289)
= 0.941.

TO BE CONTINUED

Test yourself
1. Calculate the power dissipated
in each resistor of Fig. 84 if
the two voltage sources are
interchanged. Confirm that

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS NOVEMBER 1993

[Q]

the total power dissipated
equals the total power sup-
plied.

2. Wh at is the average power
dissipated by a 5 Q resistor
connected aeross a source
U = 20 sin rot?

3. A voltage U = 4 ein 2000t is
applied aeross a 100 JlF ca-
pacitor. What 1S (a) the in-
stantaneous power when
1= 5 ms, and (b) the average
power?

4. A voltage U = 2.5 sin 30001 is
applied across a 100 rnH in-
ductor. What 1S the instan-
taneous powerwhen t = 1.5 ms?

5. A40 Q resistor and a 100 roH
inductor are connected in se-
ries across a voltage source
U= 5 sin 2000t. CalcuJatethe
active power (i.e., that dissi-
pated in the resistor).

6 Given the circuit of Fig. 89,
calculat.e the power factor when
the frequency 1S doubled.

FIGURING IT OUT 10 Im
Answersto
Test yourself (Part 9)

1. Product is (22+j7). Conversion
gives: 3.606 L56.31" x 6.403
L-38.66" = 23.089 L17.65"
= 22 + j7.

2. Quotient is (-1 + j2). Conver-
sion gives: 8.062 L60.255° di-
vided by 3.606 L-56.310"
= 2.236 L116.565" = -1 + j2.

3. /1 = 3.444 - j0.415; /2 = 3.112
- jO.830; /3 = 0.332 + j1.245.

4. /z= 18.570L21.801". Thecur-
rent through the resistor is
h- 12 clockwise. Its value is
-3.448 + j8.6204 or 9.2845
L111.803°. The conversionat
the laststep maygive theangle
as -68.197", but the negative
sign ofthe real part ofthe rec-
tangular form shows the re-
sultant to be in the 2nd quad-
rant ..

5. Without load: 0.37 L-68.3°.
With load: 0.356 L-63.6".
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POWER
MOSFET
TESTER

Design by T. Giesberts

~e output stgnal of power amplifiers
.1 is usually provided by two transistors
that each take care of one half of the stg-
nal. Ta ensure that these halves are pro-
cessed in an identical manner - and that
the d.c. operating point is stable -it is es-
sential that the performance of the two
devices is as near-identical as possible.
Thts can be qutte a problem, particularly
in the case of a complementary output
stage, because the destgner needs to take
into accounl not only the spread of the
parameters, but also the dtfferences en-
sutng from the dissimilar design and man-
ufacture of n-p-n and p-n-p or 11- and p-
channel transistors.

MOSFET output transistors
should be as near-identical as
possible, irrespective of

whether they are
complerilentary pairs or
connected in parallel. The

tester described here enables
you to check that they are.

An additional reason for matehing MOS-
FETdevices for use in power stages, is that
in these amplifiers output transistors are
orten connected in parallel so that the
arnpllfier can provide a lugher current. If
such transistors are very disstrnilar, the
current will be dtvtded unequally between
them. The transistor drawtng the high-
est cur-rent will get hotter, which will ac-
ccntuate the tnequaltty. and the transis-
tor will draw even more current. Soon tt
will be destroyed, so that the rernajrung
transistors have to handle a higher cur-
rent: this normally quickly leads to thetr
destruction also.
The only way of minimizing the in-

equalities between two tranststors is La
find a matehing pair from among many.
This matehing is best done in circum-
stances that are Ideriücal. 01' nearly so,
to those in normal operatlon. Therefore,
the present tester can provtde dratn CUT-

rents of up to 13 A (peak).

What needs to be tested?

be equal in two output transistors is the
transfer function. In MOSFETsthat is the
relationship between the gate-source volt-
age, Ucs, and the drain current. ID. To
make that relation visible on an oscillo-
scope. a circult is used in the tester whose
principle is shown in Fig. 1. To enable
n -channel as well as p-charmel FETS to
be tested, there are two oomplcmcntary
versions of the circuit. The circuit is dri-
ven by a direct voltage superimposed on
a triangular voltage: it is destgned to en-
sure that the current through the FET ts

directly proportional to this voltage. This
task ts canied out by the differential amph-
fier fonned by the two transistors. Because
of the feedback through the FETon test,
the differential amplifier keeps the po-
tential drop across Ro equal to the drive
voltage. Since only the FET can provide
the current required to do so, it follows
thatlo is directly proportional to the drop
across Rn and thus to the drive voltage.
Ta make the relationship between In and
UCS visible on an oscilloscope, use is made
of the property that durtng the leading

+.}-~----~----~~-----.

N- Channel

5

p , Channel 930107·12

The mostimportant parameter that should Fig. 1. The principle of the power MOSFET tester.
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Fig. ~. Block schematic diagram of the power MOSFETtester.
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Fig. 3. A number of important signals in the power MOSFETtester.
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POWER MOSFET TESTER

eoge of the triangular voltage. the drain
current ts directly proportional to the time.
It suffices, therefore, to trigger the scope
at the onsetofthe leading edge and to ad-
just the time base so that a sweep of the
oscilloscope lasts exactly as lang as the
edge. Thls means that the drain current
is portrayed on the x-axis of the oscillo-
scope. The gate-source voltage is depicted
by connecting It to the y-axis. The oscil-
loscope then shows a clear Ucs - IDchar-
actcrtsüc.
I-Iowever, to make compartsons. the

curves of at least two FETSmust be dts-
played at the same time. The present de-
stgn enables the stmu ltaneous testtng of
two n-F'ETS:two P-FETS:an n-FETand a p-
FET;or two n-FETs and two p-FETS.The
latterpossibility ts particularlyuseful dur-
ing the destgn of a complementary out-
put stage wtth parallel connected output
tranststors. To display four curves, it is
not enough to build four test ctrcurts. be-
cause in one of them UCS must be mea-
sured with respecL Loground and in an-
other wtth respect to the positive supply
rail, A strrular problem occurs with the
drive voltage of the test circutt.
Figure 2 shows the bastc design of the

tester. The tester is driven by a generator
that provides reetangular as well as tri-
angular waveforrns. The reetangular stg-
nal controls an electronic switch which
switches the four FETsin turn ON for 1ms
and OFFfor 99 ms. Since the devices are
on for only 1/100 ofthe time, they may be
tested without a heat sink, even when
they draw an avetage current of 10 A
(13 A peak).
The operational ampltfiers buffer the

various signals and two of them per form
the vital task of converting potentlals that
are referred to earth to vollages that are
referred to the positive supply line and
vice versa.
The cjcctroruc switches at the outputs

arrange in the flrat instance that the out-
put stgnals oftwo test eireuns are apphed
to one oscilloscope input. In conjunctton
with a potentiorneter. they also optimize
the images ofthe curves: this ts essential
in view of the shape of these stgnals - see
the bottorn curve in Fig. 3. The shape of
the pulses ts the required Ucs - IDchar-
acteristic. Note the near-trtangular apexes.
When the switches are closed, the QP-

erational amplifiers determine the out-
put voltage (smce they are ideal current
sources). When they are open (I.e. none
of the FETSis being measuredl, the po-
tentiometer detcrmtncs the output volt-
age. The potentiometer is used to shtft
thevoltage level upwards durtng the rnea-
surements lulls until it ts level wtth the
apexes of Ucs. lt is clear that in Fig. 3
(bottom curvel the potentiometer had not
been adjusted properly (yet). In this way,
a steady voltage with a ripple supertm-
posed on tt is obtained. With the oscillo-
scope tnput set to AC, the ripple may be
inspected in detail by increastng the sen-
sitivity of the inpu t amplifier.



TEST & .MEASUREMENT

Thts means that lhe time base of the
oscilloscope must be set with some care.
Ta display the tour signals as in Fig. 3.
tt was set, to 2 ms /drv. whtch ts a conve-
nient seturig for checking whether the

FETShave been connected correctly and
whether everything functions properly.
However, for a detailed cornpanson of the
FETS,the time base should be set (with
the VARcontra!) to slightly more than

0.1 ma/dtv. Ifthe oscilloscope ts tnggered
bytheTRIGoutput (set oscilloscope to nor-
mal trtgger). itwill display the four UGS -10
charactcrtstics as shown on the intro-
ductory photograph. Any diHerences be-

•

..

. i"~
r

y .
•

-+- "
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= -
Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of the power MOSFET tester.
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tween the FETSare lhen clearly visible.

The circuit
The reetangular -triangular waveforrn gen-
erator is formed by Schmitt tngger ICla
and Integrator IClb·
The rectangular signal clocks counter

1C3.This circuit serves as an clcctronrc
switch to switch the FETSon and off.After
each FEThas been swttched, monostable
multivibrator 1C4ais triggered Viapin 12
ofthe counter. The MMVLhendisables 1C3
for 90 ms. so that the FETScan cool off
To obviate unnecessary loading of the
FETS,they are driven only when mea-
surements are being carrted out. This
happens when SI is closed. \Vhen this
switch is open, IC3is reset. so that there
is no drive to the FETS.However, thts does
not mean that there ts no voltage at thctr
pms: a short-ctrcutt between a drain and
a source may still be dtsastrous.
Circuit IC3 has more positions than

the electromc switch in Fig. 2: there are
also more of these switches. This ls be-
cause. after testing, the gale of each FIT

must be Linked brtefly to the source to
discharge the gate-source capacttance.
This ensures that the FETswitches off
faster. Durtng Lheensuing pause, the os-
cilloscope gets ready for the next mea-
surement. Il the two swttches at each gate
are open, a 1 MQ rcstator connects the
gate to the source, so that the FET1Sswitched
off.
The lest circuits , Tl-T2 and T4-TS,are

powered by electrolytic capacitors Cgand
ClO. Since these capacitors are isolated
from the regulated supply line by R13.the
test circuits can draw a current of up to
13 A from them. but Lhevoltage regula-
tor and transformer need not provtde such
a high current (the peak current through
them is a Iew amperes). However, the av-
erage current ts not more than 400 mA.
Thus. the advantage of RI3 is that the
power supply rattng can be kept relatively
low. Adisadvantage ts. however, that the
supply voltage has quite a ripple. This ts
tnconverüent, because in the case ofn-chan-
nel FETsthe drive voltage must be referred
to the supply Une, whereas in the case of
p-channel FETSthe gate voltage must be

POWER MOSFET TESTER

referred to ground. These sltght problems
are nullified by operational amplifiers.
The drive voltage for the n-channel test

circuit is provided by 1C2a'It is unortho-
dox, but essential to keep the d.c. com-
ponent on Cg constant. to provide the in-
verted alternattng output voltage with a
different d.c. offset. Without this arrange-
ment. the ripple on the voltage across Cg
and CIOwould cause the chargtng and
discharge currents to distort the trtan-
gular drivevoltage. This would lead to dis-
torted characteristics on the oscrlloscope.
In the p-channel test eiretut. the gate

voltage is converted from bctng referred
to the supply line to being referred to
ground. Here agatri. an operational 3111pli-
fier. ICga.is used: this obtains tts d.c. op-
erating potntfrom Cgand CIOvia RS2and
RS3.Diode Os raises the operating point
slightly to ensure that the amplifierworks
correctly in varytng circumstances.
Several components. T3. R30,R31and

P4, have been added to the circuit around
operational amplifier lCgb to provide the
gate voltage of n-channel FETSwtth the
same offset as that provided by Os in the

C23 ~+

,
:8
'0
'0,
'0
'0
'0~O
c,
-s

C10 Jb..

.3 R51

R5 53

0000

o G
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Fig. 5. The double-sided. through-plated printed-circuit board for the power MOSFET tester (track side on next page).
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case of p-channel FETS. Preset P4 is ad-
justed so that the outputs ofICga and IC9b
have tdentical offsets.
The drain current through the FETS is

determined by the drain resistance and
the drive voltage. The drain reststance is
selected by switch 52 from R19-R26 and
R39-R!6 as relevant.
The d.c. component of the drive volt-

age is dertved from diodes Dj and D2·
The gate-source voltage is set to 1.5 V

by P2 and P3, as the case may be.
Without the triangularvoltage (that is,

with the wiper of Pj at the junction CS-C61.
the following values of 10may be set with
52: 10 A, 7 A. 4 A. 2 A. 1A, and 500 mA.
The posttion of 52 must not be altered
while SI ts being pressed to avotd scrt-
ously red ucing the life of that swttch.
When the peak value ofthe triangular

voltage is set to 0.5 V (wtth PI)' the dratn
current varies by ±33% wtth respect to
the set operating potnt, It ts possible to
set PI to any value between 0 and that at
which the ctrcutt is saturated to make,
respectively, onIy a small portion or a
large part of the UGS - 10 characteristic

visible on the oscilloscope.
The ratmg of the power supply is rel-

atively low. Although the test circutts can
draw a current of up to 13 At the mains
supply has ample time (90 ms or almost
five mains periods) to recharge the ca-
pacitors from which that current ts drawn.
Nevertheless, the transformer can pro-
vide currents of up to 1.7 A, while the reg-
ulator has been enhanced by the addi-
tion of power transistor T6'
Diode D I0 functtons as on-off indicator.
Diodes D]. D2 and Djjj are low-current

types. This is not essential in the case of
DIObut the other two must be, since they
function as voltage references.

Construction
The power MOSFET tester is intended to
be built on the PCB illustrated in Fig. 5.
The tracks of the tcst circuit that carry
high currents are as short as possible and
run, wherever feasible, on both stdes of
the board.
Ta keep the wntng of the drarn resistors

and &.l short, these components are mounted

on a small board which must be cut off
the main board. Thts small board must
be fitted at rtght angles to the main board
just behind terminals KI-Itj. The two
boards are interconnected by a right-angle
prtnt header. The diameter of the header
pins and the paralleling of several of these
pins ensure that, even at currents of 13 A,
the voltage drop across the connections
is uny. For mechanical robustness, the
two boards should be fixed together with
the aid of small angle pieces.
When the board is buüt into an en-

closure, it is advtsable to order the se-
quenoe of connecting the FETS.Owtng to
the shortconnections. connectors KI-~
are not put in correct order on the board.
This can be confustng when the oscillo-
scope is set to check whether a FEThas
been connected properly. On the oscillo-
scope. the curve at the extreme left ts that
of the stgnal at KI: that at the extreme
light results from the signal at 1\4. Mistakes
may be avoided by grvtng the connections
on the enclosure the same posttion as the
curves on the oscilloscope screen.
Short-ctrcurts are avoided by the use

o

930107

--.0

-

Fig. 5b. Copper side of the printed-circuit board for the power MOSFET tester. Component layout on previous page.
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ofwell-insulated clips for attaching to the
transteter pins. Further protection ts ob-
tained by inserting a fuse in each drain
connection (fit the fuseholder on the front
panel of the enclosure). Use a fast fuse
rated at 0.5A, a1though the current through
the fETS may reach 13 A. That current
flows for such a short time that even a
fast fuse will not blow.
The electronics following the gate COD-

nection may be protected by msertmg a
680 n resistor in the gate lme.
Since, owing to the large currents, the

circuit is sensitive to any voltage drop
over the source ltne. it 1Sadvtsable to run
the connecting wires through the front
panel of the enclosure and to connect
them direct to ta KI-Kt. These wires should
have a cross-sectional area 0[2:2.5 mmä.

Calibration
Connect the wiper of PI to the junction
C5-C6and that of P5 to ground. Close SI,
whereupon the stgnal at the TRlG output
should look like that in Fig. 3. Ifthe first
pulse ts shorter than the next, the period
of the triangular-reetangular generator
is not entirely in accord with the mono
time OfIC4a.This results in an extra clock
pulse in IC3' which causes the first trtg
ger pulse to be too short. In most cases
this can be remedied by soldering a I Mn

Power MOSFETS
It te typreal of power MOSFETS
that the dratn current runs
through the chtp more OY less
vertfcally as shown in the dt-
agram. In effect, thts shows
two paralleled F'ETs(a rtght-
hand and a left-hand). For
clartty's sake. only the area
around the gat ts shown, but
the drawtng should really be
extended qutte a btt ta both
sides. The dratn a11(\source
termtnals. ettuated in those
lmaginary extensions. are Iairly
stout so that thechrp can draw
fatrly high currents.
If the chtp conslsted öf per- I..._-----:-------:--~---_--...I

fectly doped stltcon, the dratn construction of power FELs. thts is fairly simple: repeat
current, In.would spUtequally use ts made of thts property the same structure and link
over U1etwo rsrs. But even by paralleltng not two. but -tt to the prevtous one.rict only
wtth Ieee perfect material, 1D hun dreds of small FETs.Wtth to the Ieff and the rtghr. but
wtll dtvtdefairlyevenly.In the the structure in the diagram. also in depth.

POWER MOSFET TESTE!< BI

SiOZ

-e"
N.

P. p.

N-

'0 subsnareN..

drain 9200U-13

resistor across R34. If not, use 1 MO: pre-
set and turn this slightly past the posi-
tion where the pulse has the correct width.
Connect the oscilloscope across R 17:

00 NOT USE channel2 or an external trtg-
ger Input. Press SI and adjust P2until the
peak value ofthe two pulses measured is

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rj, R28'R29, I<4s,1<49= 1 Mn
.R2=100n
R:J= 1011
1<4-R(;,R!7. R30, R:J3,R37= 100 k!l
R7 = 330 k!l
R(;= 82 k!l
Rg--RI2= 10.0 k!l, 1%
RI3 = I n. 5W
RI4 = 1.5 kn
R15' R:Js= 560 n
R16, R36' Rs4 = 10 kl1
RIS, R38= 330 n
R19,R:Jg= 0.27 n. 5 W
R20, 1<40= 0.33 n, 5 W
R21,R22.I<4j, 1<42= 0.12 n, 5 W
R23, 1<43=0.15 n, 5 W
R24,1<4.=0.3911. 5 W
R2S,R!5 = 0.82 n, 5 W
R26, R46 = 1.5 rl, 5 W
R27,R!7 = 6.8 k!l
R:JI = 560 k!l
R:J2'R56= 3.3 kl1
R:J. = 270 k!l
Roo-RS3= 100 k!l, 1%
Rss = 5.6 kn
R57= 2.7 k!l
Rss = 3.3 n
PI = 10 k!lpreset potentiometer
P2. P3 = I kn preset potenttomcter
p. = 250 k!l preset potenttometer
P5= linear 5 kl1 potentiometer

capacitors:
CJ, C2' CJ4-C20= 100 nF
C3 = 220 ~F, 16 V, radial
C4= lOnF

Cs = 100 ~F, 16 V, radial
CS, CS, C12= 1 ~lF
C7= 33 pF
Cg, C!O,C23=4700 ~lF, 35 V, radial
CH = 330 nF
CI3 = 8.2 pF
C2j = 22 ~F, 40 V. radial
C22= 470 nF
C24' C2S= 150 pF

Semiconductors:
01,02.010 = 3 mm LEO, red, lowl
03.04 = zener diode 10 V, 400 mW
°5=BAT85
06-09 = IN4148
BJ = SB605 (600 V: 6A)
TJ, T2 = BC557B (pair)
T3 = BC560C
T4' Ts = BC547B (pair)
T6= B0244C

Integrated circuits:
ICI, IC2, ICg= CA3260
JC3= 4017
JC. = 4538
[Cs-ICs = TLC4066
IClO= 7812

Miscellaneous:
JPI-JP16 = 4-way rtght-angle header
KJ-Kt = 3-way terminal bleck

ö mm pitch
Ks = 2-way terminal block, 5 mm piteh
SI = press-to-rnake push button
swttch
52 = 2-pole, 6-position, rotary swttch
for PCB mounting

PCB No. 930107 (see p. 70)
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1.5V.
Connect the oscilloscope across R37'

Press SI and adjust Pg urrtil the peakvalue
of the pulses measured is 1.5 V.
Connect the oscilloscope across the

SCOPE output ofthe tester. Press SI, where-
upon four pulses are available (these look
like the trigger stgnal). Adjust P4until the
first two pulses are as high as the other
two, oruntil the voltage across R30 ts equal
to that across D5.
F'inally, adjust PI unlil the peak value

ofthe triangular stgnal at its wiperis 1 VPP'

Oscilloscope settings

Trigger:
Extern
O.C.
Leading edge
Normal (NO auto tngger)

Time base:
Four consecuuve measurements:

I ms/div
Four simultaneous measurements:

slightly more than 0.1 ms/div

y-channel:
A.C.
No offset
Scnsttrvtty as high as possible

(depending on FET and chosen
drain current).

Power MOSFETtester:
SI: start measurement
S2: loO-O.5-1-2-4-7-10A
P5: vertical position of characteristics

on screen of oscilloscope
(replaces offset setting of
osciJIoscope)

END
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case of p-channel FETS. Preset P4 is ad-
justed so that the outputs ofICga and ICgb
have identical offsets.
The drain current through the FETS ls

determined by the drain resistance and
the drive voltage. The drain resistance is
selected by switch S2 from R19-R26and
R39-~6 as relevant.
The d.c. component of the drive volt-

age is derived from diodes 01 and 02.
The gate-source voltage is set to 1.5 V

by P2 and P3, as the case may be.
Without the triangularvoltage (that is,

with the wiper ofPj at the junction C5-C6),
the followtng values of 10 may be set with
S2: 10A, 7 A, 4 A, 2 A, 1A, and 500 mA.
The position of S2 must not be altered
while SI is being pressed to avoid seri-
ously reducing the life of that switch.
When the peak value of the triangular

voltage is set to 0.5 V (wtth PI), the drain
current varies by ±330/0 with respect to
the set operattng point. It is possible to
set PI to any value between 0 and that at
which the circuit is saturated to make,
respectively, only a small portion or a
large part of the UGS - 10 characteristic

visible on the oscilloscope.
The rating of the power supply is rel-

atively low. Although the test circuits can
drawa current of up to 13 A, the mains
supply has ample time (90 ms or almost
five mains periods) to recharge the ca-
pacitors from which that current is drawn.
Nevertheless, the transformer can pro-
vide currents of up to 1.7A,while the reg-
ulator has been enhanced by the addi-
tion of power transistor T6'
Diode 0 I0 functions as on -off indicator.
Dtodes 01,02 and 010 are low-current

types. This is not essential in the case of
010 but the other two must be, since they
function as voltage references.

Construction
The power MOSFET tester is intended to
be built on the rcs illustrated in Fig. 5.
The tracks of the test ctrcutt that carry
high currents are as short as possible and
run, wherever feasible, on both sides of
the board.
To keep the wiring of the drain resistors

and ~ short, these components are mounted

oria small board which must be cut off
the.main board. This small board must
be fitted at rtght angles to the main board
just behind terminals KI-K4' The two
boards are interconnected by a nght -angle
prillt header. The diameter of the header
pins and the paralleling of several of these
pins ensure that, even at currents of 13 A,
tI1e voltage drop across the connections
is..tiny. For mechanical robustness, the
two boards should be fixed together with
the aid of small angle pieces. .
"wnen the board is buHt into an en-
closure, it is advisable tororder-ühe se-
quence of connecting the FETS. 'Owlng to
Ufe short connections, connectors KI-~
are not put in correct order on the board.
This can be confusing when the oscillo-
seope is set to check whether a FET has
been connected properly. On the oscillo-
scope, the curve at the extreme left is that
0.( the signal at KI; that at the extreme
right results from the signal at~. Mistakes
may be avoided by giving the connections
on the enclosure the same position as the
"~urves on the oscilloscope screen.
: .: Short-circuits are avoided by the use

Fig. 5b. Copper side of the printed-circuit board for the power MOSFET tester. Component layout on previous page.
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and merely refers to the scaler by which
the input signal is increased at the out-
put.
The relationship between input volt-

age, output voltage and amplification is
found from:

THE ANALOGUE SUBSYSTEM
PART 3 (FINAL)

BUILD A UNIVERSAL MULTI-GAIN ANALOGUE AMPLIFIER

Amplifiers are used to boost weak electrical signals to higher
levels. For example, a voltage amplifier will boost a weak
voltage signal to a higher voltage level so that it can be
displayed on a meter, viewed on a cathode ray oscilloscope
(eRO), written on a paper chart recorder, or processed by an
analogue-to-digital converter for input to a computer.

By Joseph J. Carr

Although many experimenters will use
their computers for data col1ectiontoday,
it 1S nonetheless true that it is still an
'analogue' world. Thus, one will still find
a large number of app1ications for an
analogue voltage amplifier. In this ar-ti-
cle you will find described a design idea
for such an amplifier. This universal
multi-gain laboratory amplifier
(UMGLA) can be used for boosting the
output signals from assorted sensors, bi-
ological signals, and a host of other sig-
nals found in scientific and electronic
instrumentation.
But first, before looking at the ampli-

fier, let us review some basicampllfler
terminology so that everyone is on a level
playing field. If you already know quite a
bit about electronics, this material will
be somewhat sirnplifled. It will, however,
serve as a good review, so you are invited
to either read through it OY skip ahead as
you please.
Figure 20 shows the symbol for a basic

amplifier. The symbol most commonly
used is a tri angle on its side. The input
connections are along the vertical line on

Amplifier

Fig. 20. Basic amplifier symbol and
connections.
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the left side, while the output connection
is always at the opposite apex.
Sometimes there are several Inputs, but
more of that shortly. Because both input
signal voltage (Um) and output signal
voltage (Uo) are referred to the same
common (sometimes called ground even
when not connected to actual earth) con-
nection, this type of amplifier is said to
be single-ended; i.e., both input and
output connections are single terminals.
Another name for this particular ampli-
fier configuration is unbalanced.
The amplification of an amplifier is

a measure of how much it will boost the
input signal. The symbol A is usually
used to represent amplification. Because
the amplifier project in this article, and
indeed the most commonly used type, is a
voltage amplifier, the symbol is modi-
fied with a subscnpt v to denote voltage
amplification: Av. A current amplifier
may have its amplification symbolized by
A;. There are other forms of amplifica-
tion, but they are beyond the scope of
this article. In a11forms of amplifier, in-
deed in all forms of electronic circuit
where there are inputs and outputs, the
amplification 1S defined as the ratio of
output to input. In the context of the
voltage amplifier, therefore, the amplifi-
cation is the ratio of the output voltage
(U,) and the input voltage (U,,) that pro-
duced it:

Consider a quick example. If a voltage
amplifier produces a I-volt output signal
when a 2-millivolt (0.002 volt) input sig-
nal is impressed, the amplification is

ClV) I (0.002 V) = 500.

The amplification term is dimensionless,

Typical amplifications for amplifiers
used in the laboratory are:

CLASSIFICATION VOLTAGE
AMPLIFICATION

10 to 50
50 to 500
>500

Lowarnplification
Medium amplification
High amplification

a

Amplilier

93OO14·1II·12a

b
Amplilier

930014 ·111· 12b

Fig. 21. a) Non-inverting amplifier, b)
inverting amplifier.

(1)

Amplification can have either of two po-
larities (Fig. 21), which is seen by com-
paring the irrput and output signals. If a
positive going input signal produces a
positive going output signal (Ftg. 21a),
and vice versa, then the amplification is
positive (+Av). As you can see from the
waveforms in Fig. 21a, the output signal
18not inverted with respect to the input
signal. Such an output signal is said to
be in phase with the input signal, and
the amplifier is said to be non-Inveet-
ing. If the output signal is inverted with
respect to the input signal (Pig. 21b), i.e.,
a positive going input signal produces a
negative going output signal, the amplifi-
cation is negative (-Av) and the amp1ifier
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a

",.f--------------

~3OO14·1II·130_Time(s)

b
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_Tlme(s} 930014 ·1II·1Jb
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9S0014 ·111·'30

d

--- -----/--=~

_T;mels\ 9JOO14·1II·1Jd

e

Uoc ------------ ----------- ---

1
930014 ·1II·'Je

Fig. 22. a) d.c. signal, b) quasi-static signal,
c) periodic sine wave signal, d) varying d.c.
signal, e) a.c. signal with d.c. component.

is said to be inverting. The negative
sign is used in math calculations of am-
plifiers, and indicates the phase reversal
of tbe output with respect to the input
signals.
The nature of the inpu.t signal is

sometimes important to the design of the
amplifi.er used to process it. For example,
some signals are unchanging direct eur-
rent voltages (Fig.22a), or very slowly
varying voltages (Fig. 22b) that change
only a small amount over a very long

T;me(s)
--+

time. In other cases, the signal might be
a periodic voltage such as a sine wave
(Fig. 22c), square wave, triangle wave,
sawtooth wave, pulse wave 01' other wave
shape. Note in Fig. 22c that the signal is
symmetrical around zero volts. One half
of this bipolar signal is represented by
positive voltage, while the other half of
the signal 1S represented by negative
voltage. One complete cycle consists of a
single positive and single negative excur-
sion, with an average value (taken to-
gether) of zero. An irnplication of this
type of signal is that the amplifier that
services it must be capable of operating
over both negative and positive voltages,
both at the input and at the output. Still
other signals might be exponentially de-
caying peaks (Pig. 22d), either symmetri-
cal about zero 01' a11of one polarity (as
shown).
Figures 22d and 22e illustrate one of

the little problems found on real signals.
Note that these signals are symmetrical
areund same line other than zero. If this
line, representing a voltage, were de-
pressed to zero, the eine wave signal of
Fig. 22e would resemble Fig. 22c. This
offset form of signal is said to have a di-
reet eurrent (d.c.) component. In other
words, it can be thought of as a time-
varying waveform (Pig. 22d) or periodic
waveform (Fig. 22e) riding on a d.c. com-
ponent, Udc .
In some cases, the d.c. component is a

desired part of the overal1 signal, and
therefore must be accommodated in any
amplifier handling the signal. In other
cases, the d.c. component is merely an
offset on the desired signal, and should
be suppressed. In some cases, the d.c.
component is so severe that it is many
times higher than the variations repre-
senting the desired signal. A good exam-
pie is the electrocardiograph (ECG)
signal. The EeG is a low value bipolar
signal with a peak of about one millivolt
(0.001 volt). When metallic electrodes
(e.g. silver-silver chloride, Ag-AgCl) are
attached to skin, which is electrolytic in
nature, a tiny natural 'battery' is formed
between the skin and electrode. This so-
called half-cell potential can be as high
as 2.5 V, although around 1 V is typical
for the types of electrode normal1y used
in ECG recording. In this, the desired
O.OOl-V EeG waveform is riding on top of
a I-V d.c. half-cell potential, so would be
completely obscured.
The amplifier input cir-cuit is some-

times modified in order to deal with vari-
ous input signals. An arnplifier input
that is unmodified, that is, will recognize
a11components ofthe input signal includ-
ing the d.c. offset cornponent, is said to be
direct coupled (d.c.), If an amplifier
in put circuit is modified to block the d.c,
cornponent and only passes the altemat-
ing current portion, it is said to be a,c.
coupled. The a.c. coupled arnplifier
would pass the sine wave in Fig. 22e, but
not the d.c. offset Udc. The most usual

930014·11I·14

Fig. 23. A.c.-coupling strips off the d.c.
component.

form of circuit for suppressing unwanted
d.c. components is the eapacitor input
shown in Pig. 23. The signal voltage, Uin,
1S the algebraic surn of the actual signal
(U,;g) and the d.c. offset (Ud)' In this type
of circuit, the capacitor (C) is connected
in series wi th the signal source voltages
and the amplifier input terminal. In
same amplifiers, there is also a resistor
(R) connected between the amp lifier
input and ground. This resistor is used to
prevent the capacitor from being erro-
neously charged by the d.c. offset voltage
and spur-ious currents from the amplifier
input (a fact oflife in real amplifiers, un-
fortunately).
The type of amplifier in Fig. 20 is said

to be single-ended because only one con-
nection is made to the amplifier input
and output sides; such amplifiers are un-
balanced wi th respect to ground. In sei-
entific and electronic instrumentation
the single-ended amplifier may be either
inappropriate (perhaps because the sig-
nals are not single-ended), er inadvisable
(e.g., because of certain interferences). In
such cases, a balanced input amplifier
is needed. Such amplifiera are called dif-
ferential amplifiers because they pro-
duce an output signal that is the product
of the arnplifier amplification and the
difference between two input signals.
Figure 24 shows a typical differential

amplifier. It has two inputs, labelIed (-)
and (s-). The negative Input is an invert-
ing inpu t (-IN), while the positive input
1S a non-inverting input (+IN). Both in-
puts provide the same amount of voltage

SIGNAL
VOLTAGES

"COMMON MOOE"
VOLTAGE

",
",

930014 - 11I·15

Fig. 24. D.c. differential amplifier with input
signals.
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amplification, but of opposite polarity.
Thus, if the exact same voltage, with
exact same polarity, is app lied to both
-IN and +IN, then the resultant output
is zero. In the circuit shown in Fig. 24,
the output voltage 1S the difference be-
tween the two input voltages, Uj and U2:

Uo = Ud(U2-U,)

Where Ud is the differential voltage
amplification, and U, and U2 are sin-
gle-ended input voltages.
If a voltage signal is applied equally to

both inputs (U3 in Fig. 24), it is called a
common mode voltage. This volta ge
tends to be suppressed because of the
reciprocal action of the two inputs. The
suppression is not complete, but is very
good (100,000:1 and 1,000,000:1 are com-
mou). The ratio of the differential ampli-
fication to the common mode
amplifieation is a measure of this sup-
pression, and is called the common
mode rejection ratio (CMRR).
Real amplifiers are not ideal, al-

though with modern integrated eircuit
emplifiers the departures from 'ideal-
ness' are very small. Although a eOID-
plete diseussion of practical amplifiers is
beyond the scope of this artic1e, there are
at least two aspeets that must be consid-
ered: output resistance (Ro) and input
resistance (Rin) - these are sometimes
eal1ed 'impedanees' rather than resis-
tances, so read output impedance (Zo)
and input impedance (Zin)' Figure 25

Fig. 25. Equivalent ctrcuü for a vctta ge

amplifier.

shows these resistances modelIed as dts-
crete resistars in the output and input
circuits. In order to faithfully reproduce
signals, the amplifier needs to be de-
signed to maximize input resistanee, and
minimize output resistance. Ideally,
Rin-7oo and Ro-70. In real amplifiers. the
input resistance will be 106 Q up to
1012 Q depending on design and quality,
and output resjstance will be 1 to 100 Q,
with 25 Q being qu.ite eommon.

What kind of amplifier for
the laboratory?
The amplifier for the laboratory needs ta
have certain characteristics. Although a
dtscussion of 'why?' for some of the se-
lected parameters ean be a bit involved,
there are some guidelines. For example,
for maximum diveraity, a lab amplifier
should be a differential input type. In

THE ANALOGUE SUBSYSTEM - 3

eases where single ended amp1ifiers are
needed, it is only neeessary to ground the
unwanted input. For example, to make
an inverting singte-ended amplifier, sim-
ply graund the non-inverring input and
use the inverting input. Similarly, to
make a ncn-inverting amplifier a11yau
need to da is ground the inverting inpu t.
Thus, the differential amplifier will serve
as a differential amp1ifier, an inverting
amplifier and a non-inverting amplifier.
The laboratory arnplifier should also have
a single-ended output so that it is compat-
ible with the usual types of display and
reeording deviees (meters, oseilloscapes,
paper recorders, A-D eonverters, etc), in
order to proeess a wide variety of signals,
but a.c. coupled and d.c. eoupled inputs
should be available.

A laboratory amplifier
design
The circuit for the UMGLA is shown in
Fig. 26. The heart of this circuit 1S the
Burr-Brown INA-110 integrated eircuit
Instrumentation amplifier (ICI). This de-
vice 1S designed for a wide variety of in-
strumentation applications, of which the
laboratory ampl ifier is a good represen-
tative example. It has a very high imped-
ance, differential inpu t stage, and a
singte-ended output. It uses a minimum
of components, and the arnplification is
programmable. The INA-110 comes in a
16-pin integrated circuit dual in line
package (DIP).

R10

POSITION
R9 R11 12V

POWER
ON/OFF
S3

930014 - 11I- 17

Fig. 26. Circuit diagram of the lab ampütler.
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Please mention ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS when contaering advertisers

PROGRAMMER & EMULATOR \
lhe affordable and complete so!ytjon for mjcroprocesso[ deyelopment work

o Programs and emulates all commonly used eproms 27(C)6410 27(C)512.

o A 2764 programmed and verified in 50 sees (seven different algorithms),
using 38400 Baud serial comms. download/upload at 3kbytesfsecond.

o cc based software includes, basic editor, saving 10 disk, offset setting,
directory & drive setting and controlling programming & emulation.

o Auto resel of target option at start or emulation.

o File format conversion ulilities and command line version included.

o Sv. supply only, programming voltages generated by Interna! SMPSU.

The PROGULATOR: 1::180inc.
Further details tram:

White House Systems Tel: 091-373-4605
48 South Terrace, Esh Winning, Durham DH7 gPS

BAD GER ~ BOARDS
Printcd Circuit Boards fur Amateur Radio Schocts Colleges
Short wave Ltsteners Clubs Hobbyists & lndustry

A range of Printed Clrcuit Boards in stock from many of the Projects in Magazines
PRACTICAL WIRELESS 0 SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 0 ELEKTQRO IIRT

RADIO COI\IMUNICATIQN
Kits Projecrs and Materials for manufacturing YOUfown boards Artwerk lind Plouing from
YOUfown Sehemarie drawings and also C.A.D. facilities. We supply ONE OFF Prototypes
Phone between 9.0011111and 5.30pm Monday 10 Friday for helpful advice and assistance
Club talks and delllonslradons of Printed Circuit Board manufaclure QRP involvement eIe

87, Blnckbert-y Lalle, Foul' Oaks, Setton Coldficld. 874 4JF
[Please rnention where you spotred this advertisement)

021-353 9326

Table 1

Voltage gain
Av

connect together
pins

x10
x100
x200
x500

3, 13
3, 12
3, 16
3, 11

The INA-110 provides an amplifica-
tion of xlO, xlOO, x200 or x500, depend-
ing on the programm1ng performed on
pins 3, 11, 12, 13, and 16, according to
the scheme in Table L To obtain any of
the four specified voltage gains you only
need to short together pin 3 and the indi-
cated pin that corresponds to the desired
gain. In Fig. 26, the gain is selected by a
single-pole, four-position (SP4P) switch.
The pole of the switch 1S connected to
pin 3 of the INA-llO, while the program-
ming pins are connected to the foul' selec-
table positions (labelled A, B, C and D in
Fig. 26).
The input pins of the INA-110 are

pin 1 (-IN) and pin 2 (+IN). A two-pole,
three-position (2P3P) input switch is
used to either ground these inputs, con-
nect them directly to the input connec-
tors (J,/J2), or provide a.c. coupling by
passing the signal through a pair of 0.22-
~F capacitors (Cl and C2). A pair of
matched lO-Ml1 resistors (R12 and R13)
are connected between the inputs of the
INA-II0 and ground. These resistors
should be matched to exhibit the same
resistance from a collection of 10 MQ, 5%
tolerance X watt, metal film resistors.
Alternatively, if you have them avail-
able, use a pair of 1% (or better) precision
resistors and skip the matehing task.
The secund stage in the circuit of

Fig. 26 is a post ampl ifier made with a

dualoperational amplifier (IC2). These
devices contain two operational ampli-
fiers (IC2Aand IC2B)inside a single 8-pin
DIP package. Use either the low-cost
LM1458 device, or the somewhat pricier
(but still reasonablel, CA3240.
The first stage of the post amplifier,

IC2A,is connected as an inverting ampli-
fier wi th a ga in that is adjustable from
zero to one. The gain in these circuits is
the ratio of the feedback resistor to the
input resistor, or in the case of IC2Athe
ratio R5/R4. Resistor R4 is a 10-kQ fixed
resistor, while Rs is a 10-kQ potentiome-
ter. Thus, the voltage gain ofIC2A is zero
when R5 is set to minimum (zero ohmsl,
and the gain is one when R5 1S set to
maximum (10 kl1).
The second stage serves to provide a

position coutrol eRg), as weIl as serving
as an output 'buffer' to isolate the arnpli-
fier from the outside world. The gain of
IC2Bis one (R7/R6), and 1Sfixed. The out-
put of IC2B is routed to the output con-
nector, J3.
The position control (Rg) is connected

as a d.c. offset control to IC2B.It provides
a voltage that is seen at the output as a
d.c. offset to the output baseline. When
the voltage at the wiper of Rg (point 'C')
1Szero, the output offset voltage of the
amplifier is zero. When the signal is
viewed on an oscilloscope or paper chart
recorder. the effect of Rs is to set the po-
sition of the 'zero' baseline of the com-
bined signal + offset. Potentiometers R4
and Rs are mounted on the front panel of
the amplifier so that they can be ad-
justed by the user.
The power supply for this amplifier is

derived frorn outside of the circuit. A
power connector (J4), which in this case
is an 8-pin DIN audio-style connector, is
pr-ovided. The required voltages are
±12 v. These voltages can be supplied ei-
ther from an a.c. powered electronic
power supply, 01' from a set of batteries.

J1

M1

1 -O-1mA

930014 - 11I- 18

Fig_ 27. Output display circuit.

Apower switch (S3 in Fig. 26) turns
the amplifier on and off. The switch can
be any single pole-single throw (SPSTr,
panel mounted, toggle switch, but it is
more likely that you will, like I did, find
it easier to obtain a double pole-double
throw (DPDT) switch. Either can be used
(ignore the extra connections on the
DPDT version).
The output of the laboratory amplifier

can be monitored on an osciJIoscope,
strip-chart paper recorder, analogue-to-
digital converter (for input to a com-
puter), or an analogue meter. If you
prefer, a digital multimeter can be used
to indicate output voltage values in static
cases (e.g. the output of some senscra).
Alterriatively, use an analogue meter
(Fig. 27). A single pole double throw
(SPDT) switch is connected to a 1-0-1
mill iampere, zero-centre, analogue
meter. The other terminals of the switch
are connected to a pair of resistors that
determine the sensitivity, making this a
two-range instrument. Analogue meters,
incidental1y, are best for nulling type
measurements, as in when a Wheatstone
bridge is used to measure certain seien-
tific parameters. •
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A two-monthly column by Keith Hamer and Garry Smith

JUNE and July 1993 proved to be an
action-packed period for sporadic-E

reception between 48 and 70 MHz. There
were many days of intense all-day activ-
ity, wi th countriss in the South and
South-East of Europe received virtually
daily in some parts of the UK. Many of
the openings were already in progress
befare 0600 UTC, and with many coun-
tries screening a breakfast TV pro-
gramme, very early monitoring was
essential if you wanted to see test cards.
Compared with previous seasons, 'ex-
otics' were less evident. Nevertheless,
there were re ports of transatlantic DX on
channel E2, and the Middle East
(Jordan) on June 9th.

Testcard changes
Norway: Stephen Michie (Bristo!) ad-
vises that the Norwegian PM5534 test
card (with the date, time, transmitter
identification and PTT message) is
shown only before 1015 UTC. Just before
this time, the transmitter name disap-
pears, and the PM5534 switches to text
pages with programme schedules. The
schedules are also shown after c1ose-
down.

Austria: Stephen Michie has also com-
mented that ORF-l shows text pages be-
fore the station opens at 0700 UTC.
There has been no sign of the PM5544
test card so far this season.

Slovenia: TV Slovenia shows mainly
text pages during the day. The PM5544
test card is very rarely shown after
0600 UTC.

Spain: Tony Mancini (Belper) has iden-
tified TVE-1 Spain relaying 'Euro TV'
news. The 'Euro TV' logo is shown in the
corner of the screen, which is causing
confusion among some DX-ers.

Mystery signals
Readers have written in with several
'mystery' signals which they would like
identifying. If you can help, please write
to the address given at the end of this ar-
ticle.

1. Adverts introduced by the letters
'EPP' have been seen on channel E3.
'I'his abbreviation has been used to in-
troduce advertisements for many

years in former Yugoslavia.
2. The identification PTC-Gl (or PTC-61)
appears to come from TVB-l (Beograd).
'PTC' is the abbreviation for 'Radio
Television Serbia' in Cyril1ic.

3. Several sightings of a '2' corner logo on
channel E3.

4. Various colour bars, line sawtooth and
chessboard test patterns have been
seen on channel R2.

5. 'NTA' corner logo on channel E3.
6. There is a mystery surrounding the
possibility of a seeond Portuguese sta-
tion operating on channel E2 when a
second station was reeeived in Europe
early in the season. The only one
known to be eurrently operating is
Muro with an ERP of 40 kW.

Recently the RTP FuBK test pattern was
noted in Derby, around mid-morning, su-
perimposed in the background of a strong
Spanish TVE-1 transmission. Although
difficult to read, there seemed to be a '2'
after the 'LISB' part of the identification.
Sinee then, Chris Howles (Erdingtcn)
has returned from the Algarve in
Portugal, and confirms that the RTP-2
FuBK is shown du ring the morning,
while the 1st Network is on programmes.
The loeal RTP-2 transmissions in the
Algarve were on channel E5. Normally,
the second network is confined to UHF.
On June 8th, a transmitter announce-
ment eaption was shown by RTP at
1830 UTC with mention of various chan-
nels, but unfortunately it seemed in-
significant at the time.

Reception reports
lan Johnson (Brornsgrove) reports an 'ex-
eiting' sporadic-E season for TV and 6-
metre reception. The highlights include a
6-metre transatlantic operring to
Virginia, North America, at 1827 UTC on
June 11th, when he eontacted station
W4DR using 35 W (100 W ERP) into
FMI7. KITOI and WAI0UB were also
heard. The 6-metre band also opened up
to Maine, North Arnerica, very briefly at
1920 UTC on June 25th.
David Glenday (Arbroath) recalls

11 days of tropospheric reeeption during
the first half of June. Conditions subse-
quently remained tlat until the 28th. A
'first' was NRK TV2 on cbannel E37 with
the 'TV Norge' PM5534 test card seen
around 0000 UTC on the 29th/30th June.
The signal is thought to have originated
from a 1-kW outlet in Stavanger on the

Fig. 1. The new Norwegian test pattern with
date and stylized 'NRK' at the top. The test
pattern was received by Bob Brooks (South
Wirral) on channel E3 trom the Hemnes
transmitter.

west eoast ofNorway.
Sporadie-E reception during the pe-

riod brought in lots of Spanish stations.
On June 21st, strong signals from Russia
were received in colour. The signals were
clean enough to decode Teletext; the
Russian 1st programme has a page
header called 'TELEINF'. David feels
that the Moscow services have beeome
too commercialized. There is an endless
stream of adverts for Schweppes, Twix,
various brands of shampoo, Kodak film,
Sony electronic goods, Hewlett-Packard
computers and even Cadbury's Fruit 'n'
Nut chocolate!
Peter Chalkley (Luton) received

Albania for the first time from the 100-
kW 'I'irana transmitter on channel IC at
82.25 MHz. This reeeption eonfirms that
the transmitter 1S still operating on this
channel even though it is no longer listed
in the EBU Station Listings. The 1993
edition lists many Band-I relays which
have recently been eommissioned, but
unfortunately these are only low-power,
so only time will tell whether these ean
be received in the UK. The Tirana trans-
mitter has 'officially' rnoved to UHF.
Peter has also monitored the FM radio

band during intense openings. He has
noted several Spanish and Portuguese
stations.
Barry Bowman (Manchester) has also

taken advantage of the high m.u.f's, and
DX-ed at FM. Catches on July 28th in-
c1uded Spain (Cadena FM) at 88.15 MHz,
the Canary Islands (Onda Zero Musica)
at 87.70 MHz, Portugal (various stations
from 106.00 to 106.90 MHz) and Morocco
at 87.55 MHz. Other openings produced
Italian and Croatian FM stations.
Chris Howles (Erdington) has com-

mented that RTE-1 signals from Eire on
channel B (Gort) were in evidence sev-
eral times during his reeent two-weeks'
holiday in Portugal. Other sporadie-E
signals included Spain, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Germany, Tunisia and
Moroceo. The latter signal originated
from the Layounne transmitter
(channel E4), which is located almost op-
posite the Canary Islands. TVE-1 trans-
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miasions on channel E3 were present at
the time, possibly from the Izaiia te-ans-
mitter on Tenerife. Various Moroccan
Band-III stations were present al l the
time in the Algarve, des pite the distance
of more than 200 km. Chris has com-
mented that the Moroccan second net-
work at UHF is encrypted.

Log for June
Sporadic-E activity was evident every
day exeept June 2nd and 6th. The most
intense and prolonged openings are de-
tailed below.

09.06.93: Finland on ehannel E4;
Portugal E2 and E3, Spain E2, E3 and
E4; Hungary Rl; Unidentified signals
from the CIS on Rl, R2, R3 and R4; Italy
IA and IB; Serbia E3; Croatia E4; Ieeland
E3 and E4; unidentified transatlantic
signal on A2; Jordan E3; Germany E3;
Albanie JC; Corsica L2.

10.06.93: Czeeh Republie on Rl; Italy IA
and IB; Norway E2 and E3; Sweden E2,
E3 and E4 (test card and programmes);
Portugal E3; Spain E2. E3 and E4;
Denmark E3; Albanie IC; Switzerland
E2 and E3; Austria E2a; Croati a E4;
Hungary Rl and R4.

11.06.93: Unidentified transmissions
from the CIS on R2; Germany E2; Italy
IA, IB and IC; Moldova R2 and R3;
Rumania R2 and R3; Estonia R2;
Denmark E3; Croatia E4; Slovakia R2;
Czeeh Republie Rl; Sweden E2; E3 and
E4; Austria E2a; Spain E2; Slovenia E3.

12.06.93 Czeeh Republic on Rl and R2;
Slovenia E3; Hungary Rl and R2;
Rurnania E3; Austria E4; Germany E2,
E3 and E4; Switzerland E2 and E3; Italy
IA and TB; unidentified CIS on Rl and
R2; Spain E2, E3 and E4; Norway E2, E3
and E4; Poland R2; Ukraine Rl.

Log for July
Long-distance reception occurred daily
exeept for July 3rd and 4th. The high-
lights were as follows:

08.07.93: Slovenia E3; Serbia E3;
Croatia E4; Denrnark E3 and E4;
Sweden E2. E3 and E4; Finland E3 and
E4; Norway E2. E3 (Hernnes) and E4
(Kongsberg); Italy JA and IB; Corsica L2
and L3; Czeeh Republie R2; Rumania R3;
Albanie IC; Ieeland E4; Germany E2. E3
and E4; Switzerland E2; Hungary R2;
Poland R2 and R3; Estonia R2; Austria
E2a and E4; Spain E2 and E3; unidenti-
fied CIS Rl; R2, R3 and R4.

16.07.93: Spain E2. E3 and E4; Italy IA
and IB; Corsica L2; Czech Republic Rl;
Germany E2; Hungary Rl, R2 and R4;
Rumania R3; Austria E2a and E4;
Slovenia E3; Serbia E3; Croatia E4;
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Fig.2. Rumanian 1st network logo received
on channel R2 by Bob Brooks.

Denmark E3 and E4; Poland R3; Estonia
R4; Maidova Rl and R3; Albania IC.

Reeeption re ports and logs kindly sup-
plied by Barry Bowma n, Simon Hamer,
Peter Chalkley, Bob Brooks, Stephen
Michie, Ian Johnson and David Glenday.

Service information
Germany: The FuBK currently used by
the ARD now carries the identificaticn
'ARDI . FFTM' with a digital clock in the
lower part of the test pattern. A continu-
ous announeement advises the viewer of
which network they are watcbing.
Regional vari ations (for example NDR-l)
now appear only infrequently. MDR-3
have virtually abandoned the FuBK,
which has been replaced by a full-screen
caption advertising the MDR Spu.tnik
radio channel.
Before the start of the breakfast mag-

azine programme, ARD and ZDF show a
'live' picture of either Cologne (ARD) 01'
Ber1in (ZDF) with the latest news head-
lines running across the bottom of the
screen. The main part of the screen usu-
alJy features a 'Guten Morgen aus Köln'
or 'Guten Morgen aus Berlin' message.
Bayern-3 are filling spare time before

their programnies start by screening
'weather panoramas', i.e., pictures from
various locations in Bavaria, giving de-
tailed local weather information.
SFB in Berlin is filling the spare time

between elosedown and the start o[ pro-
grammes by giving viewers an uuedited
train driver's view of some of Berlin's
urban railway routes. Up to 20% ofview-
ers remain tuned in to the railway show!
West-3 is now on Astra l C via

transponder 39. BRF-3 (Bavaria) is on
transponder 45. Since August 27th,
MDR·3, SWF·3 and ZDF have been
broadcasting via Astra; ARD-l will even-
tually replace Eins Plus on transponder
19. S-3 in Baden-Wüttemberg is also con-
sidering such a move.

Moldova: The new ehannel R3 transmit-
ter located at Straseni is 50 kW TRP pro-
viding an ERP of 800 kW!

Netherlands: Various channels have

DX TELEVISION

been assigned for regional public broad-
casting with ERPs ranging from 1 kW to
1,000 kW.

Russia: The Finnish television company
Oy Mainostelevisio Ab (MTV) has bought
a minority share of the commercially-
owned TV company cal1ed Regional
Television (RTV), whicb 1S operating in
St. Petersburg. RTV started transmis-
sions in the St. Petersburg area in June,
and broadcasts Monday to Friday from
1800·2300 loeal time.
Moscow on ehannel R3 has its own

loeal Teletext service ealled 'MOSTEXT'.
TELEINF via the OK-l network has ex-
tended its pages, but still does not show
the correct date - only a flashing day in
Italian!

Lithuania: The lew-power ehannel Rl1
transmitter in Vilnius is back on the air,
relaying the German SAT-1 channel.
TV26 (on ehannel R26 in Vilnius) is no
longer oparational.
Rytu R28 (Lietuvos TV, whieh was

originally a state-owned enterprise) has
been re-opened by the private TV COID-

pany Baltijos Televizija. Thei r own pro-
grammes are screened several times per
week, but at other times the transmitter
relays TP-l programmes from Poland as
before.
The former CT-l network has re-

sumed a full-time relay of OK-l from
Moseow. The LTV-2 programmes from
Kaunas, which used to share this chan-
nel, have ceased.
The former CT-2 network now carries

a selection of satellite material from var-
ious sourees, including Super Channel,
Discovery and Pro-7, plus selected relays
of Russian TV (TKR) such as the Vesti
news and programmes ofthe new private
TV company TELE-3. The government is
opposed to the new private company and
wants to elose it down.

Australia: Channels in the upper part of
Band III are to be moved up by 1 MHz to
bring them in line with CCIR 'E' frequen-
eies, as used in Europe. This will also
allow the introduction of two new
Australian allocations - channels 9a
and 12 at 203.25 MHz and 224.25 MHz
respectively.

This month's Service Information was
kindly supplied by Gösta van der Linden
and the BDXC, Netherlands; Reflexion
Club, Germany; Pertti Salonen, Finland;
Roger Bunney, UK; Thomas Pahlke,
Germany; Bernd Trutenau, Lithuania,
Lt. Col. Rana Roy, India.

Please send any news about DX-TV in
your part of the world to: Keith Hamer, 7
Epping Close, Derby DE3 4HR, England.



FUZZY LOGIC MULTIMETER
(PART 3 FINAL)

Fuzzy logic is not fuzzy at all,
but a scientifically based way
of getting electrical equipment
to adapt to us, humans,
instead of the other way
around. This article
introduces the Fuzzy Control
One software package for PCs
and compatibles, and in
addition gives you hands-on
experience in using this
software by describing an
intelligent heating system
based on the PC DMM card
discussed in the previous two
instalments.

Design by H. Scholten

The core of the hardware required for
the experimental fuzzy legte contral
system described here is the 'Fuzzy
legte DMM' described in the previous
two instalments of thts arttele. Ta be
able to contral a mains-operated load,
the DMM needs to be complemented
with a proportional phase angle con-
trol circuit. which is described here.
You also need the Fuzzy Contral One
software, in particular, the digital mul-
timeter software, which already COD-

tains a number of control routines
specially written for the present exam-
pie. Strictly speaking, the DMM hard-
ware and the associated software are
sufficient to set up an elernentary con-
trol system. This is because the soft-
ware contains a driver that makes use
of the digital outputs on the multime-
ter board.
We decided to offer you something a

little more elaborate than a control
system based on a simple 8-bit parallel
output. The fuzzy legte applicaUon ex-
ample described here comprises phase
angle control of the rnains voltage, t.e.,
a regulatton system that enables the
power fed to mains-operated loads
such as motors, heating elements and
lamps. to be accurately adjusted. Just

----
~ -

for the purpose of demonstration, a
control system ts made that keeps the
temperature in a cardboard box con-
stant at a certain value. An ordinary
75-watt bulb ts used as the heating el-
ement. Admittedly, such a tempera-
ture control can be butlt with much
simpler means, but the lamp in the
box is just as good an example as the
more esoteric (and often spectacular)
applications conceived to demonstrate
the power of fuzzy legte. A fuzzy logjc
'startcr' can not be simple enough. and
should concentrate on setting up a
limited, yet intelligent, control system.
Once the basics of fuzzy logtc have
been mastered, you are, of course, free
to make your own applications as corn-
plex as you dcstrc. How? By wrtttng
your own system control spectfica-
tions!

Computer-driven phase
angle control
Proportional phase angle control ts the
most commonly used method of con-
trolling the amount of power fed to a
mains-operated device. The best known
application of phase angle control ts
probably the ubtquttous dimmer.

The block diagram of the computer-
controlled 'dimmer' is gtven in Fig. 9.
The heart of the circuit is a Type 8253
programrnable interval timer (PIT).
Apart Irorn a computer interface, this
Je frorn Intel contains three counters.
which are programmed to function as
monostable multivibrators (MMVs) in
the present application. The length
(duration) of the pulses supplied by
the MMVs Is determined by the com-
pu ter. These pulses are synchronized
to the mains frequency with the aid of
a zero crossing detector.
Apart from the computer, a clock

generator also determines the length of
the counter output pulses. The clock
frequency ts 102,400 Hz, which means
that there are 1,024 clock pulses to
cover each half period of the matn s
voltage (assuming a matns frequency
of 50 Hz). Essentially. the task of the
computer Is limited to telling the coun-
ters the length of the output pulses ex-
pressed in clock pulses. In other
words, each half cycle of the mains can
be divided into 1.024 phases. giving a
resolution of 180' 11.024=0.176'.
Before looking al the timing dia-

gram to discover how thc various sig-
nals are combined in the first two AND
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gates, we Irrst discuss the Iuncttcn of
the three counters in the PIT.
Counter I and counter 2 determine the
phase angle at which the trtac
switches on the mains voltage for out-
put 1 and output 2, respecttvely.
Counter 0 serves to determine the
phase angle after which the triac is no
longer supplied with firing pulses. This
is particularly useful when controlling
induetive loads, since it prevents the
triac being triggered again after the
zero erossing of the eurrent (when the
triac is switched off).
The timing diagram inset in Fig. 9

illustrates the operation of the PIT
counters involved in the control of out-
put 1 (counter 0 and counter 1). The
counters are trtggered on the zero
crossing of the mains voltage. when
their outputs go low. Since the output
of counter 0 is inverted before it ar-
rtves at the AND gate. tt enables the
gate, and so indicates that the time
available for triggering the triac is not
over yet. However, counter 1 does not
enable the AND gate yet. since the in-
stant at whlch the triac is to be fired,
is not reached yet. As soon as the out-
put of counter I goes high, the AND
gate ts enabled, and clock pulses are
allowed to reach the trtac. The use of a
pulse train to fire the trtac has two ad-
vantages. First. it ensures reliable trtg-
gering (should the first pulse fai! to fire
the trtac. there is always a seeond. a
third, etc.); and, secend. the gate is
not constantly driven, whrch reduces
the amount of power it has to dtsst-
pate.

Four pieces
The circutt diagram. Fig. 10. is subdi-
vided into four secttons. which corre-
spond to the four printed circuit
boards that make up the complete
control system. Considering the total
number of components, some of you
may find the use of four boards extrav-
agant. Note, however, that the (sub)
eircuits form part of the 'Mtcro'System'
developed by the author (see Part 2l,
and have to be relocatable because of
the system's modular structure.
The PIT board contains relatively

few components. The matn circuit, IC1,
contatns the interface and the coun-
ters shown in the block diagram in
Fig. 9. Circuits IC2 and IC3 are not
shown in the block diagrarn, and form
an extenston of the Interface between
ICI and the MicroSystem bus. Address
decoder IC3 and regtster address lines
R2, R3 and R4 enable up to etght PIT
boards to be located at a single card
address. In this system, jumper JPl al-
lows you to define the regtster address
of the card. If the jumper is mounted
in position 'K' (default), IC3 is disabled,
and the PIT card ts addressed with the
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Fig. 9. Block diagram 01 the experimental heating contra I system based on fuzzy logic.

aid of the card selection stgnal only.
The PIT card also contatns its own
power supply. and that for the propor-
tional phase angle control board. The
12·V supply voltage on the
MicroSystem bus is reduced to 5 V by
regulator IC4.
The phase angle control is accom-

modated on a separate board. on
which the PIT counter and clock gener-
ator signals are combined to produce
the firing pulses for the triac in the
mains switching circuit. Thts board
contatns rather more electronics than
suggested by the block diagram. One
of the 'extras' is bistable IC3a. which
provides the power-on reset. The
bistable is reset when the supply volt-
age is switched on (or when the two
contacts of terminal block KSI are in-
terconnected). Gates lCle, ICla and
IClb are then disabled, so that the
mams switching cireuit recetves no
drive signal. Setting the bistable en-
ables the gates. This happens auto-
matically as soon as the phase angle
control is taken into use.
Another extra sub-crrcutt is a shift

regtster based on IC2a and 12b. This
serves to delay the PIT counter 0 out-
put signal by two clock periods (20 us).
The delay prevents glitches whtch
could cause early triggering of the
triac.
The clock stgnal on the board is

supplied by a clock generator, IC5. The
two ANDgates shown in the block dla-
gram correspond roughly to ICf.a and
IC2a, although actually ICld belongs to

this function also. The gates cambine
the inverted counter-O output stgnal
with the clock srgnal. Next. the corn-
bined srgnal is applied to ICla and ICf b
(via lC lc] where it is combined agatri
with the output stgnal of counter 1 and
counter 2 respectively. The output sig-
nal produced by the ANDgates is sub-
sequently sent to a darlington
tranststor wh ich serves as a driver
stage.
The sub-crrcutt marked mains

switch is controlled by the output sig-
nal supplied by the phase angle con-
tro1. Ready-made electronie relays are,
unfortunately, not suitable here, be-
cause they usually swttch on the zero
crossing, and not at the phase angle
(instant) determined by the phase
angle control. The mains switch drawn
in the ctrcutt diagram is nothing spe-
cial: an optocoupler drives a triac
which switches the load. Further. the
switch is surrounded by the usual de-
coupling and notse-suppresstng com-
ponents.
The zero-crossing detector ts also a

conventional ctrcutt. and for the most
part contained in lCI. Resistor RI and
capacitor Cl provide the series reac-
tance ahead of the supply ctrcutt con-
tained in ICI, while C2 is the buffer
capacitor associated with that supply.
The mains voltage is applied to the de-
tector input via reststör R2. The detec-
tor output is connected to an
optocoupler via R3. The optocoupler
ensures that the stgnal ts passed to
the phase control in a safe manner.
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Four boards

As al ready mentioned, the complete
control consists of foul' boards (apart
from the DMM board). The artwerk of
the boards is given in Figs. 11, 12, 13
and 15. ConstrucLion is entirely
straigh tforward wtth the exception of a
small modification on the PIT board. In
the original destgn. IC4 was a 78L05,
wh ich, unfortunately, proved unable
to source enough current, and had to
be replaced by a 7805, To enable the
7805 to be fitted on to the board, its
central pin has to be bent backwards a
little. Mount the 7805 such that its
metal tab is at the side of the board
edge.
The trtac can make do without a

heat-sink if the load current rernatns
below 1 A or so. lf higher load currents
are expected (up to 4 A). the devlce is
best fitted wi th a s111a11heat-sink (ther-
mal reststance approx. 17 K W-J). If
necessary. the voltage regulators may
also be fitted with such heat-sinks.
lnterwiring the boards is not a prob-

lem because the connections are
c1early indicated in the circutt dia-
gram.
The enclosure of the PIT board has

sufücrent space to accommodate the
phase angle control also. The DMM
board (dtscussed in the previous two
instalments) is fitted into a sunnar en-
c1osure. The main s switching board
and the zerocrossing detector are fit-
ted Irrte a mains plug-in case with a
moulded mains plug (see Ftg, 17 and
introductory photograph),

Let's get fuzzy
The introductory photograph with this
instalment shows the example applica-
tion of the Fuzzy Control One software.
developed to get you starred. The ex-
ample is a temperature control. Not a
novel application. this, but it has. in
principle. everything associated with a
'real process control.
In addttton to the hardware de-

scribed here, you need the 'fuzzy logic
DMM' board , a 75-watt bulb wtth a
socket, a thermometer and an LM35
temperature sensor. The size of the
cardboard box used for the prototype
control was 30x30x I0 crn. A perspex
window is made in the box to allow the
lamp intensity and the temperature to
be vtewed from the outside. Using the
fuzzy legte control, the 75-watt bulb
was capable 01' heating this little 'oven
to over 50°C.
Connecting the LM35 is simple. The

Fig. 11. Artwork for the single-sided PIT
board. 'Aansluiting' = connection; 'adres-
keuze' = address settinq; 'kaart keuze' = card
selection.
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TEST AND MEASUREMENT

COMPONENTS LIST

ZERO CR0551NG DETECTOR BOARD

Resistors:
1 3900
1 4700
1 1800
1 510V 51 OK250

R1
R2
R3
MOV1

Capacitors:
1 100nF 630VDC
1 220~F 16V

C1
C2

Semiconductors:
1 TDA1023
1 TIL127

IC1
OPT01

Miscellaneous:
2 2-way PCB terminal

block, pitch 5mm KS1;K52

COMPONENTS LIST

MAINS SWITCHING BOARD

Resistors:
1 3900
1 10kO
1 3k03
1 10001W
2 SIOV S10K250

R1
R2
R3
R4
MOV1;MOV2

Capacitors:
1 47nF
2 100nF

C1
C2;C3

Semicanductors:
1 1N4148
1 TIC206D
1 OPI3020 or MOC3020

D1;D2
TR1
OPT01

Miscellaneous:
1 10-1OO~H4A toroid choke L1
1 Fuse 4A slow plus PCB

mount holder F1
3 2-way PCB terminal block,

pitch 5mm KS1;KS2;KS3

su pply voltage is taken from connector
Klon the DMM board. Pin 1 has +5 V.
and pin 2. ground. A third wire COI1-

neets the temperature output signal
supplied by the LM35 to the U; input
on the DMM board. For YOUfreference.
Fig. 16 shows the pin connections of
the LM35.
Setting up the program is illus-

trated (and summarized al the same
time) in the series of photographs in
Fig. 14. F'ollowingthe instructions in

o~

o~
Fig. 12. Artwork tor the single-sided zero-crossing detector board.

Fig.13. Artwork tor the single-sided mains switching board.

the captions with the screen pho-
tographs should produce a working
control system. This control is based
on the knowledge rules and the fuzzy
set deftntttons provided by the demo
batch on the F'uzzy Control One disk
(order code 1721; see page 70). A dis-
cussron of these parameters ts unfor-
tunately beyond the scope of this
arttele. since it would take up too
many pages of this magazine. This is
where the 40-odd pages of help texts
supplied wtth the program come in
(these pages can be prmted to produce
a kind of manual). Onee you have the
ternperature control up and running.

you have a solid basts for further ex-
periments. A couple of tips are in
order, though.

Tip 1. The file containing the fuzzy
data does not deftne legtbje (i.e., ruean-
ingful) names for the vartous Input
arid output groups {Tuzzy sets'l. The
group names are simply 1 through 7.
Onee the temperature control works,
asstgrung legtble names to the groups
is easy using the 'Inpu t dtvtston' and
'output dtvtston' windows. This makes
studying the knowledge rules much
easler.
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Fig.14a. Start the program with DVM.BAT. Set the meter to the 4-
V range. Leave it on tor a couple of minutes while keeping the
lM35 at a constant temperature. Go to the Multimeter Settings
menu. Enter the temperature (in degrees celsius) in the 'calibrate'
window. return to the multimeter screen, and leave the multimeter.
This takes you back to the program's main menu.

Fig.14b. cnck on the menu option 'hardware', and seleet 'set har-
ware'. Seleet channel1 as the input channel, and define the multi-
meter card address (default: 0). Click in the white area behind
'input type', and seleet the OMM card as the Input device. The as-
sociated window then appears. Turn off auto-ranging, and seleet
the 4-V range. If necessary, correct the other entries in the win-
dows. Copy the DMM ca libration to the control settings. Return to
the previous menu.

Fig.14c. If necessary, set the output channel to 1. Set the card ad-
dress to 1024 (assuming that the PIT card has the default setting).
It is possible to enter the card number (1) or the real address rela-
tive to the base address (standard: 1024). Select 'phase control'
from the options under 'output type' and, if necessary. enter the
values shown in the above window. Return to the main menu, and
save the file containing the hardware settings. save this file under
the name CONTROL.FZH.

Fig.14d. Load the control file DEM01.FZK via the Files option in
the main menu. DEM01.FZK contains the fuzzy data on the control
system. These data require only minor changes in the input and
output descriptions. Via the main menu, you enter the above menu
after passing through 'knowledge', 'input division' and 'channel
data' _Enter the data shown above.

Tip 2. Looking at the output dtvrsron.
you will notice that the direct output
value of the heating is spread over an
interval rangtng Jrom -100 to 100. This
may sbike you as unusual, if not odd,
for a phase angle control which is ca-
pable of regulating Irorn 0 to maximum
on1y. The interval limits can be ex-
plained as follows: we are looking at
the output of a proportional control. of
whtch the output stgnal equals the
product: (error x amplijicalion). Since
the error can be positive or negative,
and the amplification is a constant,
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the output stgnal of the proportional
control may be positive or negative
also. In the case of our example. this
means that the interval -100 to 100
corresponds to 'reduce lamp intensity
as far as possible' {maxiInum lamp in-
tensity reduction}, or 'tncrease lamp
intensity as far as posstble' [maxim um
lamp intensity increase). Note, how-
ever. that this does not imply that the
hardware has to process negative drive
values. This is because of the knowl-
edge rules, wh.ich have an effect sirni-
Jar to that of integrating and

differentiating regulators. ensuring a
sum value wtth a range between 0 and
maximum under normal circurn-
stances. Although the su m may be
negative or greater t.han the maximum
in the rare case of extreme ctrcum
stances arising, the effective result ts
'chpped' to nought or maximum.
There ts one situation in which it is

not advtsable to program the direct
output value dtvtston around zero:
when you wish to create a proportional
control based on knowledgc rules of
lhe type ·W error THEN output' only.
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Fig.14e. Back again in the main menu, you arrive in the above
window via the selections 'control', 'output division' and 'channel
data', Copy the data shown above. Return to the main menu, and
save the settings as CONTROL.FZK.

Fig.14f. Finally, set the process characteristic. The above window
is reached tram the main menu by selecting 'process' and then
'define process characteristic'. The window is quite crowded,
however, only the data in the upper section, and the ones in the
first column, matter. The temperature you wish to set in the box is
entered as the target value (see mouse arrow). Back in the main
menu, save the process file under the name CONTAOL.FZP.
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Fig.14g. Before arriving in the above window, also save the 'op-
eration' tlle as CONTROL.FZS for the sake of completeness. Next,
to arrive in the above window, select (trom the main menu) 'files'
and 'make start batch'. if a file is missing from the list, or has a dif-
ferent name, you have forgotten to save it under the name 'CON-
TROl'. If necessary, correct this before proceeding. Click on the
YES button, and select the desired 'start with' option. Click on the
'change (F6)' button, and enter the name of the start batch (for ex-
ample, CONTROL.BAT). Finally, click on the button 'save all'.

-- -

In thts case. set up a direet output val-
ues distribution with a range of zero to
maximum.

Tip 3. If you create a fuzzy division on
an input and an output ehannel. you
can not loeate the start of one group at
the same value as the end of the next
lower group. The software refuses to
aceept this dtvtston because it is an
overlap of more than two groups. The
problem may be solved by assrgning a
group start value that is just htgher
than the end value of the previous
group.

Tip 4. Doubts ean be rarsec about
calling the proposed temperature con-

trol 'tntelhgent'. because it strives to
keep the temperature in the box eon-
stant. Many processes require a much
more dynarme behavtour. Fortunately,
that is not a problem because the pro-
gram allows you to define increasing
and decreasing target values using the
windows available for the process defi-
nttton. Alternat.ively, the process may
be subdivided into different steps (up
to threel, Ior instance; Irrst increase
temperature, then keep it constant for
10 minutes after desired temperature
is reached, then lower temperature in
a controlled manner.

Tip 5. Try your hand al making a
dimmer. If you succeed in achtevtng

this (it should not be too difficult}, and
you have fine-tuned the results, It is
fair to claim that you have a reason-
able 'comrnand of the program as weIl
as of fuzzy legte in general. A poten-
tiometer of. say, 1 kQ may act as an
input control. The input is divided into
two groups, 'resistance at min irnu m'
and 'resistance at maximum. The out-
put ts divided into 'Iarnp on and 'lamp
off". Next, you need the following two
knowledge rules:

JF reststance rrurumum THEN lamp off
JF rcststancc maxtmum THEN lamp on .

The 'dead zonc' of the control pol in
the low-resistance part of its span may
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Fig.15. Artwork 10r the sinqle-aided phase contral board.
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COMPONENTS LIST

PROP, PHASE CONTROL BOARD

Resistors:
3 10kQ
2 100Q
1 470Q
1 2kQ2
1 4MQ7

Capacitors:
1 IOflF 10V radial
1 56pF
1 47pF
1 22pF trimmer
1 100nF

Semiconductors:
1 BAT85
2 BC517
1 74HCT08
2 74HCT74
1 74HCT14
1 74HCT4060

Rl;R2;R3
R4;R5
R6
R7
R8

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

01
Tl;T2
IC1
IC2;IC3
IC4
IC5

time to time. This ts normal. however.
and no cause for alarm. Ta make the
centrot as reliable as possible, the Pl'T
1Sinitialized over and over agatn. This.
in turn, may cause the triac to be trtg.
gered too early by a glttch, or too Iatc.
Although this imperfection is visible
when ustng a bulb. tt has no effect on
the control proper.

920049 -111-13 •
LM35 temperature sensor connec-

be eliminated by moving the two out-
put groups upwards.

Miscellaneous:
1 3,2768MHz crystal XTAL 1
1 26-way boxheader K1
5 2-way PCB terminal block,

pitch 5mm KS1-KS5

Tip 6, The bulb appears to light un-
steadily; it even appears to flash from

Fig. 17. The PIT board and the phase control board fit in an Eurocard size plastic enclosure.
The mains switching board and the zero-crossing board may be mounted into mains adaptor
cases with a moulded mains plug/socket.
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3
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Cl
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Serniconductots·
1 8253 .
1 74HOT32 101
1 74HOY138 IC2
1 7805' 103

IC4
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.1 TEST AND MEASUREMENT

COMPONENTS LIST

ZERO CROSSING OErECTOR BOARD"

Resistors:
1 390Q
11-70Q
1 180Q
1 ~IOVS,1OK2,50

R1
R2
R3
MOY1

Capacitors:
110onF630VOC
1 220llF 16V

C1 ;
C2

Semiconductors:
1 4'0A1023
1 TIL127

ICt
OPT01

Miscellaneous:
2 .?-waypCB terminal

block.jntch Smrri ,. KS1;KS2

COMPONENTS LIST

MAINS SWITCHING BOARD

Resistors:
1 390Q
1 10kQ
1 3kQ3
1 100Q 1W
2 SIOV S1OK250

R1
R2.
R3
R4
MOV1;MOV2

capacltors:
1 47nF
2 100nF

C1
C2;C3

Semiconductors:
1 1N4148
1 TIC2060
1 OPI3020 or MOC3020

01;02
TR1
OPT01

Miscellaneous:
1 1O-100IlH4A toroid choke L1
1 Fuse 4A stow plus PCB

mount holder F1
32-way PCB terminal block,

pitch 5mm KS1;KS2;KS3

supply voltage is taken from connector
Klon the DMMboard. Pin 1 has +5 V,
and pin 2, ground. A third wire con-
nects the temperature output stgnal
supplied by the LM35 to the Ui input
on the DMMboard. For your reference,
Fig. 16 shows the pin connections of
the LM35.
Setting up the program is illus-

trated (and summarized at the same
time) in the series of photographs in
Fig. 14. Following the instructions in

Fig. 12. Artwork tor the single-sided zero-crossing detector board.

Fig.13. Artwork tor the single-sided mains switching board.

the captions with the screen pho-
tographs should produce a working
control system. This control is based
on the knowledge rules and the fuzzy
set definitions provided by the demo
batch on the Fuzzy Control One disk
(order code 1721; see page 70). A dis-
cussion of these parameters is unfor-
tunately beyond the scope of this
artic1e, since it would take up too
many pages of this magazine. This is
where the 40-odd pages of help texts
supplied with the program come in
(these pages can be printed to produce
a kind of manual). Once you have the
temperature control up and running,

you have a solid basis for further ex-
periments. A couple of tips are in
order, though.

Tip 1. The file containing the fuzzy
data does not define legtble [i.e., mean-
ingful) names for the various input
and output groups ('fuzzy sets'). The
group names are simply 1 through 7.
Once the temperature control works,
assigning Ieglble names to the groups
is easy using the 'Input division' and
'output division' windows. This makes
studying the knowledge rules much
easier.
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